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Castalia Bus Riders
Must Go Home Early

15c

Senator Percy Teenagers Arrested
Praises SCLC
In Washington In Beating Cases

An official of the Memphis
Transit Authority said a new
schedule that showed all buses
on the No. 4 Walker line canceled after the 7:30 p.m. run
was the result of a printing
error, and that a new schedule would be circulated showing two more buses after that
time.
Thomas Parker, assistant
superintendent of schedules,
said that the service had been

shifted to the No. 4 Alcy Line
A three-year-old girl and a 864 Tampa st. He was beaten
after the 1:15 final to the Cas13 year-old boy were severely over the head and upper body
of
talia Heights community beTerry Harris, a member
beaten during the weekend, and with a piece of wood by a 16cause there are more nurses
the Tri-State Defender adver- two 16-year-old boys were ar- year-old boy who became inand hospital workers needing
tising department, gained an rested and charged in both censed after being teased for
the service at that time.
not being able to paly softball.
with Senator Charles cases.
interview
Some residents of Castalia
Beaten while visiting at a
Percy (R.-Ill.) during his recent
community had viewed the
The Ford boy was taken to
playground at Hanley school on
move as a retaliation for damvisit to Washington, D.C., with Saturday was Beverly Tuggle E. H. Crump Memorial Hosage that had been done to
the Poor People's Campaign.
of Detroit, who was here visit- pital where he was admitted
buses during recent disorders.
ing her grandmother, Mrs. with a broken left arm, a badThe buses were not canceled
Samella Tuggle of 731 Hanley ly lacerated eye, the damage
the
praised
Percy
Senator
altogether but were shifted to
of which had not been deterSouthern Christian Leadership St.
other areas serving higher inmined, and other bruises.
Conference for its expulsion of The Tuggle child was beaten
come groups, it was reported.
The incident occured around
about
the
head
and
ranks
in
shoulders
roving hoods from its
Service on the No. 5 to Birwith a stick and required treat- noon on Sunday while the Ford
programs
said
and
Washington,
mingham has also been switchboy was standing in front of a
for the poor are gaining sym- ment at the hospital.
ed to the Walnut Grove Sea Isle
Officers arrested a 16-year- house at 862 Tampa.
pathy with Congressmen.
communities, according to the
old juvenile who denied that he The 16-year-old assailant has
new schedules.
He warned that it would be attacked the young girl.
been arrested and will appear
Before the recent changes
almost impossible to get the The victim in the second beat- in Juvenile Court on the
were made, riders on the No.
bills to pass if violence should ng was James Edward Ford ofi charges.
4 Walker bus line had six inerupt during the campaign.
bound buses after the 7:30 ran.
They were at 8 p.m., 9 p.m.,
"You don't hold a gun in
10 p.m., 11 p.m., 11:56 p.m.
your hand in a non-iiiolent
and 12:56 a.m.
movement," he warned.
Now there will be no bus
Senator Percy said that capafter 10:15 to the area, and
ital should be invested in the
persons who do not have automa Rho Sorority is Mrs. black community, and people
LeMoyne College, and dinmobiles will have to pay cab RETIREMENT GIFT' —
Nettye R. Jackson, past in the community employed in Radio Station WDIA, which , and allows audience callers
ner reception in her honor
fees to get home, or will have Mrs. Charle P. Roland,
basileus of the Memphis preference to those who would pioneered the first forum-type standing by on the telephone
was given at the Malibu
to walk from the nearest point left, retired last week after
graduate chapter. (McChris- work days and head for sub- program in Negro radio 20 to hear the program while
Restaurant. Presenting her
to which they can catch a bus. 25 years as head of the
ton Photo
gift from the Sigma Gam•
urbia at night.
years ago with "Brown Ameri- waiting.
However, Mr. Uarker said Audio-Visual department of
—
ca Speaks," is now offering
The estimated cost of proestablished
that it is
that a
a nation-wide forum program, ducting Night Call is $450,000
demand for a bus exists, there
"Night Call," which began Mon- a year. The churches will
MRS. T. M. WIMBLEY, a sixth will be service made available
day night, June 3, from 10:30 meet a large portion of this
at that time.
grade teacher at Locke Elemento 11:30 p.m.
expense, Mr. Ferguson said.
Sunday bus service on t h e
tary School, has been selected No. 4 Walker is not available
Night Call will be heard Monto participate in the NDEA In- after 9 p.m.
day through Friday and is
stitute in Economics at Render. The new schedule had shown
being released by Television,
Women's Day will be ob- sion on the theme, "Influential
son State College. (See story on that the last No. 4 Walker bus
Mrs. Charle P. Roland, one campus Pan-Hellenic Council, served all day, Sunday, June 9, Contemporary W o men and Radio and Film Commission
Page 7)
would run at 5:59 p.m.
(TRAFCO) of the Methodist,
of the few woemn to head the publicity chairman for Sigma at the New Harvest Baptist Great Biblical Women."
Audio-Visual Department of a Gamma Rho Sorority, and Church at 2532 Warren St., Panelists will include Misses Church in cooperation with the
with
the
LeMoyne and the theme will be "Want- Linda
school, retired last week from active
Westbrooks, Samella Broadcasting and Film ComLeMoyne College where she Alumni Association.
Booth, Brenda Ivory and Callie mission of the National Council
ed: Virtuous Wbmen".
of Churches and the National
had been the head of the de- Sigma Gamma Rho memThe guest speaker for the Clark.
partment for 25 years.
bers and husbands present at morning service will be Mrs. Special guests will be the Catholic Office for Radio and
Television.
Mrs. Roland received her the reception were Mr.and Viola Austin, a member of Marr Singers directed by Mrs.
The program is scheduled to Mrs. Addie Edith Sullivan
bachelor of arts degree from Mrs. washington Butler, Mr. Greater Mt. Pleasant Bap- Katie Marr. Music will be sung
the and Mr. Monroe Hussey, Mr. tist Church. She will be intro- by the sun Shines and Morn- originate in New York City, died in Detroit, Michigan. Mrs.
College
LeMoyne
and
master's degree from Indiana and Mrs. Robert Adams, E. duced by Mrs. Mattie Smith, ing Glories of New Harvest. broadcast to an estimated four Sullivan, a life long resident of
Funeral services for Master and four sisters, Mrs. Madaline University.
Walter
Fowler, and
John a member of St. Matthews Miss Lucille Westbrooks will million listeners in the metro- Memphis died at Mercy General
Sergeant Joseph K. Cash, Sr., Rawlings, Mrs.
Mattie
S. To honor Mrs. Roland on her Roland, husband of the honoree. Baptist Church.
be mistress of ceremonies.
politan areas. It is aired on Hospital May 16, in Detroit.
a veteran of 18 years in the Smith, Mrs. Betty Washburn retirement, members of the Other members of Sigma
Mrs. Nettie L. Duncan is leased telephone lines and Mrs. Sullivan had lived with
The devotion will be conductUnited States Air Force, were and Mrs. Lois Tucker.
chairman of Women's Day, forms an independent radio her daughter Mrs. Levy S.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Gamma Rho present were
held on Monday afternoon at Follwoing rites at St. John, paid tribute to her at a dinner Mesdames Willa Davis, Irrne ed by Mrs. Rosie Tyrus, a and Mrs. Mattie Jackson co-,network tying together both Conerway in Detroit since
the St. John Baptist Church. Sgt. Cash was buried with full reception given at the Malibu Jacox, Mary Perkins, Versie Member of ;de. Gillian Baptist chairman.
black and white audience sta- 1958.
Church. Mr. Martha Watson
The pastor, Rev. A. McEwen military honors in National House.
While living in Memphis she
Lipford, Ruth Booker, Clara will be the mistress of cere- Rev. R. S. Pamphlet is pas- tions.
, Among the speakers were Hill, Annette
Williams, officiated.
tor of the church.'
A Negro host, yet to be conducted a private kindergarCemetery.
McField, Harry monies for the morning.
Sgt. Cash, who was 36, suf- T. H. Hayes and Sons Fune- Mrs. Bernice R. Fowler, newly- Mae Simon, Mary Brooks, Rita
named, together with a promi- ten at her residence 680 Boston
The guest speaker for the
fered a fatal heart attack on ral Home was in charge of elected basileus of the sorority; Smith, Elizabeth Toles, Marinent guest, will open up se- St. She was a member of the
afternoon program will be
Wednesday, May 29, at Home- arrangements.
lected controversial issues for Mt. Moriah Baptist Church
the Rev. Paul Fowlkes, pastor lees Scott, Willette Bowling, Mr.. W. M. Fields, Sr., widow
stead Air Force Base, Fla.
discussion each night, according where she faithfully served as
of Martin Temple CME Church; Leona Jamison, Ethel Watkins, of the former pastor of EasW e stbrooks, Mattie tern Star Baptist Church. Deto Bert Ferguson, executive vice deaconess and kindergarten
Mrs. Frances Flagg, a member Gloria
The son of the late Oswald
of the sorority, and Rev. J. D. Anderson, Ruby Porter and votion will be led by Mrs.
president and general manager church school teacher. When
L. Cash, Sr., who taught at
Atwater, pastor of the Green- Erie Rose.
she moved to Detroit she atof Radio Station WDIA.
Hyde Park Elementary School,
Thelma Sanders, and Mrs.
wood CME Church.
and the Mrs. Sadie L. Cash
Other friends present were Queen Seymour will be misGuests lined up for the tended the Tabernacle Baptist
Others were Oliver Johnson, Mrs. Oliver Johnson, Mrs. J. tress of ceremonies.
of 875 Annie Place, he was the
first week include Mayor John Church regularly and joined
principal of Lincoln Junior D.
nephew of * Harry T. Cash,
Atwater,
Mrs.
Lindsey, Rev. Ralph Abernathy the Ladies Bible Class a n d
Beulah The night services will be
High School; Miss Velma Lois Thompson, Miss Luada Le- conducted
principal of Hamilton High
John
Gardner, Stokely Car- Circle Number Two.
by the
young
Jones, regional director of visor and Mrs. Paul Fowlkes. women of New Harvest, and Four Memphis elementary michael and Sargent Shriver.
Mrs. Sullivan was one of the
School, and Mrs. Cash.
school students will star in a
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority; Women's Day w:11 be ob- will include a panel
founders of the Orange Mound
The veteran airman entered
discusThe
audience
can
take
part
post office film, according to
Elmer Henderson, president of
the Air Force at the age of 18
in the discussion by telephon- Progressive Club and Ward
Postmaster Lydel Sims.
Acting
the
LeMoyne
College
Alumni
following g r a duation from
ing "Night Call" collect from Chairman of the City BeautiThe students are Ann Butler,
Association; Mrs. Nettye R.
Manassas High School, and had
any part of the United States. ful Commission.
Graham wood ; Zivia
Wilson,
Young People's Day will be Jackson, past basileus of SigFuneral services were contaken special leave to study for
Equipment developed recentma Rho Sorority, and Mrs.
Leath School; Billy Higgins, ly permits
ducted at the Tabernacle Bapa degree in history and politi- held at the Castalia Baptist
callers,
the
Night
Colonial School, and Vasco A. Call host, and
cal science at the University Church at 1540 Castalia at. on Charles Etta Branham, also a
the guests to tist Church, Dr. Fulton 0.
member of the sorority and
Smith, III, Peabody School.
of Omaha at Omaha, Neb. He Sunday, June 9.
talk together from locations Bradley officiating and the Rev.
teacher
at
Caldwell
ElemenThe four students, all officers anywhere in the United
would have been graduated The pastor, Rev. Calvin
States, R. W. Norsworthy, pastor of
School.
in the Memphis Junior Mail
Mt. Moriah delivering the
from the school in six weeks. Mims, will be the speaker at tary
Following the program, Mrs. For the second time in the population in fielding a lily- Users Councils, took part in
eulogy Monday May 20, 1968.
While in service, he had the regular 11 a.m. service.
Jackson presented a silver com- history of the GOP in Tennes- white delegation.
the filming at six local postal
Burial was in the Westlawn
worked with a dental unit. His The guest speaker for the pote to Mrs. Roland on behalf see, there will be no Negroes In failing to name any Neunits. The 45-minute slide preCemetery.
overseas a s s ignments had special program at 3:30 will of the sorority, Mrs. Roland among the delegates from the groes to the delegation,
he
She is survived by a son Aucarried him to Morocco and be Mrs. Barbara Lamar, a also received gifts from Mrs. state attending the Republi- said the state GOP was ignor- sentation, which is scheduled
for release in about two months
member
of
the
Greater
bra Sullivan. a daughter Mrs.
Mt. Jewel Gentry Hulbert,
Tripoli in North Africa, where
can
Presidential Convention ing such party faithfuls as Rev. will depict step-by-step handRev.
Levy S. Conerway of Detroit.
he served for two and a half Zion Baptist Church.
and Mrs. Paul Fowlkes and meeting in Miami, Fla. in C. M. Lee and Mrs. R. Q. Ven- ling of a piece of mail from
The Adult Center of South- a brother, Jerry Smith, II, a
years, Burman and Korea.
The theme for the day will her sorors Mrs. Jeannette Carr August.
son.
time of mailing until delivery. western University is sponsor- sister Mrs. Levy S. Holman,
During a recent state con- Col. Lee said that people
He was married to the for- be "God's Challenge for the and Mrs. Eldora Amos.
The color film is tentatively ing a book seminar beginning a grandson, Henry C. ConerYoung
People
Today."
A
graduate
vention
held in Nashville, U.S. from across the state have
mer Mary Jacocks, a
Mrs. Roland is a Sunday
scheduled for showing during for a six week period Wednes- way, Jr., two nieces, Mrs. Eva
musical
program
by
the
young
of Hamilton High School. Their
School teacher at Grennwood Senator Howard Baker tried to been trying to persuade him to
the Mid-South Fair in Septem- day June12, 1968, 7:30-9:30 p.m. Davis and Mrs. Mable Johnson
four children are Joseph, Jr., people of Castalia Baptist will CME Church, president of the get at least one Negro on the lead a rump delegation to Miber and will be available to The fee is $7.50 and $10.00 for of New York and one nephew,
be
presented
at
7:30
p.m.
and
Dominique
delegation,
John,
but
he
Greco
was de- ami, but that he will decline
Pan-Hellenic C o uncil, Inc.,
Memphis schools for showing married couples. The fee in- Jerry Smith III of Washington
Miss Roberta Featherstone advisor for the Student Na- feated by forces led by Repre- the offer because of the lack
Todd Jason Cash.
during the next school year.
cludes books.
and other relatives and friends.
He is also survived by two is chairman of Young People's tional Educational Association, sentative Bill Brock of Chat- of time to organize it, and bebrothers, Oswald L. Cash, Jr., Day, and Miss Evelyn Buchan- campus advisor for Sigma tanooga.
cause it has little chance of
Gamma Rho Sorority and the The only Negro receiving any succeeding.
and Howard D. Cash, Sr., an co-chairman.
recognition was Mrs. Sarah He opposed the seating of
Moore Greene, an NAACP of- the Tennessee delegation to
ficial of Knoxville, who was San Francisco four years ago or
named an alternate and secre- the basis that it was racially
tary with provisions for all segregated, and opposed Senaher expenses.
tor Barry Goldwater, who won
Col. George W. Lee of Mem- the nomination.
phis, who for years had been He said the Democrats will
a member of Tennessee GOP have at least four or five deledelegation, said that the Re- gates from Tennessee at their
publicans are ignoring at least Presidential Convention in Chi35 per cent of the state's voting cago.

WDIA Begins National
Forum, 'Night Call'

Mrs. Charle Roland
Honored By Sorority

Women To Take Charge
At New Harvest Sunday

Memphian
Is Buried
In Detroit

Memphis Airman Dies
At Florida Air Base

Four Students
Star In Post
Office Film

Young People's
Pay Planned
At Castalia

Tennessee Republican
Delegation All-White

Book Seminar

At

Adult Center

James Irwin Announces
For Kuykendall's Seat

/tics.

BALL — Public
AT
relations officials of the
Pepsi-Cola Company posed
with two Living Ads during
annual ball held last Fri

day night in Holiday Hall of
the Holiday Inn-Rivermont.
From left are Miss Pa
Mayweather,
tricia
George Brown of Pepsi's

Atlanta Region, and Miss
Debra Curry receiving bon(met of flowers from Ben
Caseni of Memphis PepsiCola. (Books Bros. Photo)

Atty. James Irwin, former financed Republican machine."
chairman of the Shelby counMr. Irwin said he hoped that
ty Democratic Committee, an"the people of Memphis and
nounced on Monday morning
the entire Democratic Party
that he would seek the post
will accept my candidacy as
of
N i nth
District
Repre- an offer to serve our comsentative this fall against the
munity in the spirit of comincumbent
Republican
Dan munity-wide cooperation, and
Kuykendall.
help return the Democratic
Mr. Irwin was introduced by
Party to a more realistic posthe present chairman of the
ture offering a program that is
Shelby Co utty
Democratic acceptable to conservatives,
Committee, Lewis Taliaferre an moderates and liberals
alike,
attorney and former state but designed to do one thing—
senator.
help build a greater MemSeated at the table with the phis."
candidate were his wife, daughAs a candidate, Mr. Irwin
ter ,father and two brothers.
Mr. Irwin said, "One of my said he will be available to
primary reasons for offering discuss his views at any time.
myself as a candidate is to
Mr. Irwin is expected to reoppose the development of a eeiv• no opposition is tie Daswell-ontresched
and
highly °credo Primary.

LES GIRLS
SUPPORT
Poor People's Campaign
. .and talking with Hosea
Williams, a Field Director
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference are
Miss Erma Lee Laws, Pr•sWent of Lee Girls and So(deity Editor of the Tr-

State Defender and Miss
Velma Lois Jones, a member of Les Girls and
Southeastern Regional Director of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority. Les Girls
contributed
$201.00 (two
hundred dollars) to the
CAILIIKkei apeeilleaKy for

the Mille Train. The trio is
standing in the spot where
Dr. Martin Luther King.
Jr.. Founder of SCLC was
assassinated April 4, at the
Lorraine Motel. Mr. Williams is now Director of
Ressurection City in Washington.
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Civil Rights Group Meets In Brownsville
thipgs go

Wit
bettersCoke
giellen miler Ine wwWwnW
013041 COLA

we

NASHVILLE, - The Tennes- wood, Lauderdale. and Tipton. ered the keynote address, Mrs on Civil Rights' study of econosee State Advisory Committee Negroes comprise 49.4 percent Ragland announced.
mic issues affecting Negroes
to the U.S. Commission on Civil of the population of these coun- "At the monring workshop
living
in non-metropolitan and
(Rights sponsored a one-day ities, Mrs. Ragland pointed out. sessions representatives of the
!West Tennessee Conference on Federal, Stae, and local gov- community d i scussed their rural areas of the South, Mrs
.Economic Security at Haywood ernment officials and repre- problems in the areas of wel- Ragland noted
High School in Brownsville last sentatives of community and fare, food stamps, and job
Saturday.
idyll rights organizations were training," Mrs. Ragland said.
Mrs. Tom Ragland. Chairman invited to participate in the "In the afternoon workshops
of the Stae Advisory Committee conference. Registration for were discussed on policies and
said the conference was con- the conference began at 8:30
Programs in their Particular HOUSTON - A Tennessee
cerned with govennment poli- a.m. The opening session start- areas of responsibility
."
Negro state legislator blamed
cies and programs which af- ed at 9 a.m. and the closing The West Tennessee
Con- the church for the "continuing
fect the economic security and session began at 3 p.m.
ference on Economic Security unsolved problem of black
economic o p p ortunities of Ba:ton
Bryant, executive is part of the U.S. Commission Americans."
Negroes living n the counties,director of the Tennessee Counlof Fayette. Hardeman, Hay- cil on Human Relations deliv-

12E
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Both styles in sizes 5 to 9, 10 Medium. A. Three
eyelet tie with pervel uppers, cushioned sole and
knitback lining. White, wet sand or block. B. Cool
stretch straw in natural with flower trim.

starring VICTOR ARNOLD and two famous Netts
Actors RUBY . DEE and BROCK PETERS
- plus -

Sho•z•Budsrat

'The &Idler Memorandum"

Store-Downstairs
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PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT

pens

JEN SET FIST KISSER OEM FM BE
MINS. IWIRATION ANA =ALAN Of PM
MS YOU
SNOWY POSSIRE.
AT A IOW PUCE TNAT WILL MAW M.

Instant Cash
Union Pianters Bancardcheks can be
anywhere, because payment is
guaranteed by Union Planters just like a

cashed

are acceptable anywhere and a $500 reserve fund. Just by writing a check you

certified or

can borrow up to $500 and take up to 20
months to repay. Bancardcheks give you

tie

instant cash, but they're lots safer than
carrying cash. Come in or call any Union

cashier's check. They're like
travelers' checks, too, except you don't
your money

combination

up. Bancardcheks work in
your Union Planters

with

chairing account to give

you checks that

PALMER'S "SAIN SUCCESS" Gomm ...
relieves the toiling and irritation of this
ugly skin trouble it removes the welts.
Cssolres the hem stet It • we* BM
'comm. It refreshes the Pk No setter
he. long you have suffered ay MUM
SUCCESS" ONITNENT„ and wA the
fast blessed relief yei Mee WNW fors.
the itchint errtation awI kaki.W wilfiWiL
oritr4A
I
OMNI,
WWII NMI
.
.11
Vs 01
FMB
ECONOMY Ulf ii ozs mar 9sc

Planters Family Banking Center for an ap-

plication. Do

it soon!

Open 830 ts.
'HI 9?.30 sLw

Sears

GE01

son of 79
tics majo
of 535 Sit
Elizabeth
Wells, so
Others
BACHE
IN EDUC
Ann Alll
Barbour,
Bell, Mi.
Miss Do
Mrs. Go

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
',nth the beepeicting foamy nodal:alias
of '11.111 SIMMS" SOAP, it beset,
bathes while it fights :ern
, that often
'
auravato perspiration odors...Nebo
yoa our, iim'
firie nice to lira:ear.
PALlsUs

A
Union planters

SEARS
AUTOMOTIVE
CENTERS

ma

merike

anne D;
Hawkins
Mae Del
Suzzette
Leon Da
Fowler,
Miss Mi
Mrs. Pat
Miss DI
Joshia .

Buy U.S.
Bonds

Tire Sale
WONDER BREAD

Full 4-Ply Nylon Tires
rti-iiticr
Tire
Size

Rog.
Price

6.00x13
6.50x13
7.50xI4

8.00x14
6.50x15
I.
.6.70.15

'

_

g.50
11.95
12.95 '...14.95
12.95
12.95

Price With
Old Tire
1.65
10.75
11.65
13.45
11.65
11.65

Plus
F.E.T.
.1
1.58 A
1.81
2.19
1.74
2.21
1.89 I

10%off

Full 4-ply nylon cord body for

durability and added safety

• Dynatuft tread rubber for long

Auto Aeeessoriss,Seers TrItitAkaren, Stars Poplar, Stars
NIPaIMMO MO

Ti

illia.00041001001100isr

• Taselliesigank

on Sean Easy Payment Plan
Tat Can't Do Better Than Sears

Cm/tat/ern, Sears Third St.

WNIT1INAI4.1
}MAI
ClIOINTTOIFX
Tires and Batteries ?Vote Aritileble At These Seer,Stores
TIMM 111T. 1
.1,..4by.d 5.11 4s'
5 sow mos lc &way..
lialhfied • TNAYSER
3746 N. Iferkme
11117.0351 • NILLIPICTON UPS Hwy. II ft.
6.24su
1/5643111
117114151
niimu
maws • WM NEM= 304 arerdwor
133-3709 •COLIWILLB NON lb%
sew.0113-30111

'Sears. use

You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see -Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes,Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"-the formative yearsfrom one
through twelve-your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

.ehtht
,

•
•

mileage, dependable service

NO MONEY DOWN
FREE ALLSTATE Tire Mounting and Rotation
Expert Wheel Balancing 4 for *5

In the new Stgresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!

40

ijohb WONDER.
1
7
.210
, Ash
•

ENRICHED BREAD

helps build atmng bodies 12 ways.

Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.
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128 Students Receive Degrees
Lane Students Going
In LeMoyne Commencement Rites To Africa For Summer
Two Lane College students, which cooperated with Lane to
Graduating with high honor Arnetta
A r I.ena
Hamilton, BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN Joyce Della Wiley and Henry help make the
experience filast week at LeMoyne College's Mrs. Ora Fletcher
Harris, Miss HUMANITIES — Miss WaiteL. Cunningham have been se- nancially possible. Mr. Cuncommencement program was Ella Rosalind Hollowell, Miss
rine Bishop, Miss Montee An- lected
by Operation Cross- ningham actively participates
Miss Georgia Anderson of 611 Fredonia Howard, Mrs. Bobbie
nie Davis, Miss Diane Evans,
Alabama, a sociology major. Smith Johnson, Mrs. Dorothy Miss Forrestine Frazier, Mrs. roads Africa, Inc. of New York in the Sunday School and Cyf.
There were 128 graduates.
Lucille Johnson, Miss Hazel Charlene Brown Gammon, Mrs. City to participate in their The students will receive
Glowing tribute was paid by Johnson, Mrs. Bobbie Jones Mary Ann Graham, Miss Bobbi 1968 work-study summer pro- their, orientation at West mister College, London, Ontario
Dean Lionel Arnold to Miss Grandberry, Mrs. Mary Dortch R. Joyner, Mrs. Pearlie Mae gram.
Anita Ethel Curry of 966 Por- Jones, Miss Erma Lee Laws, Kent, Miss Hazelteen Moore, Miss Wiley, the 19-year-old before departing for Africa
ter, another sociology major, Mrs. Ophelia Manney Little Mrs. Jennie Mae Morris, Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben June 29. Miss Wiley has been
assigned to Ethiopia while
who was graduated with dis- Miss Charlie Mae
McCray, Mary Robinson Sinclair, Miss Wiley, Sr. of Brownsville,
tinction.
Miss Peggy Elaine McKissack, Sonja Osborne Taylor, and Tenn., is a 1965 graduate of Cunningam will work and study
Receiving equal praise from Mrs. Ella L. Malone, Mrs. Va- Mrs. Patricia Conner Waller. Carver High School. A junior, at the Republic of Togo.
the dean was Miss Lou Ree lera S. Montague, Miss Joyce, Other humanities majors in ajoring in elementary educaGipson of
Carver, a biolo- G. Metcalf, Mrs. Maryon E. the graduating class were Miss tion, Miss Wiley is basileus of
gy major, who was graduated Morris, Miss Essie Lee Mur-1 Roenna Hurd, Miss Delores Beta Chi Chapter of Alpha
with distinction.
phy, Miss Maxine Peoples Miss Laverne Jordan, Miss Jacque- Kappa Alpha Sorority, presiHOUSEMAN
Six others were singled out Patricia Person, Mrs. Rose line Delores Smith and Miss dent of Smith Hall Senate and
and awarded their degrees Cheatham Peters, Miss Arnet- Fannie Louise Webb.
an active member of the usher General outside and inside work. Room
with honor: Miss Gloria Marie ta Louise Phillips, Miss Doris BACHELOR OF SCIENCE cell of the Student Christian and bath furnished if desired. Driver s
license. Attractive salary. East MemKnox of 1583 Ash, and Miss F. Price, Miss lada Marie IN NATURAL SCIENCE — Association.
phis. Apply in handwriting: Box 311.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101.
Rubystine Turner of 1086 Mis- Quinn, Miss Helen Ilet Sails, Howard D. Averyhart, Hovard In Bronsville, she is
a memMiss
Teamora
Carl
Bishop,
Miss
Saddridge,
Lena
Haney,
Mrs.
sissippi, both education ma1027 PEARCE ST.
ber of the First Baptist Church,
jors; Miss Dorothy Jean Mor- Jacqueline Isabel Scott, Mrs. Miss Barbara LaVerne Hence
Lane
which
cooperated
with
gan of 2149 Chelsea, an Eng- Lotte N. Spencer, Mrs. Juanita Miss Yvonne Pastoria Payne,
2 bedroom apt. Wired for AC.
College financially to help make Modern
Stove, refrigerator and water furnlish major; James Earl Robin- S. Tate, Miss Florida Taylor, James Cottrell Sudduth, Malished, Off St. Parking
the experience possible.
Miss Barbara Jean Terry,
J. D. MARKS REALTY
Mr. Cunningham is the 20- 62 N. Main
Miss Queen Esther Terry, Miss
Street
525-1796
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobbie Jean Thomas, Miss
APT.
FOR
RENT
L. R. Cunningham of Jackson.
Mary Ann Tolbert, Miss MaHe is a sophomore, majoring 2800 SPOTTSWOOD No. 1
zella Triplett, Miss Edwina
Marie Walton, Mrs. Charlie
in history. At Lane, he is a College Park Apt. East
lomember of the Drama Guild cation. 2 and 1 Bedroom Memphis
Mae Ware, Mrs. Hazel Walton,
Apts, now
available.
Mrs. Carolyn
and
CYF
of
the
SGA.
A
memHollingsworth
J. D. MARK'S REALTY
Webb, Mrs. Janice Hill Wilber of St. Paul CME Church, 62 N. Main Street
525-1796
liams, Miss Jacqueline Louise
Worths m and Miss Mildred
Elaine Young.

1340
IVIGHTandDAY
MORE SUPER SOW. MUSIC
WITH MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL.4.1WS!'

Classified Ad

•

Whiz Kid
9.700P.M. to 12:004.At.

son of 796 Randle, a mathematics major; John Flemming Jr.
of 535 Simpson, and Miss Mary
Elizabeth
H o Imes of 711
Wells, sociology majors.
Others graduating:
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION — Mrs. Laura
Ann Allen, Miss Bertha L.
Barbour, Mrs. Lorraine P.
Bell, Miss Louise Carpenter,
Miss Dorothy Jean Chaffen,
Mrs. Gwendolyn Clark, Miss
Merijee Cummings, Miss Dianne Daniel, Mrs. Georgia
Hawkins Davis, Miss Major
ANITA CURRY
Mae Deberry, Miss Georgine
Suzzette Dickens, Mrs. Delsie Miss Mae Ruth Donelson, Mrs.
Leon Doss, Miss Lou Doris Altoria Odessa Givens, Mrs.
Fowler, Miss Nita Garner, Helen R. Kelly, Mrs. Margaret
Miss Minnie Frances Glover, Seawood, Mrs. Evelyn Marie
Mrs. Patricia Scurlock Glover, Thompson, Miss Minnie Joyce
Green, Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Mildred
Marlon
Miss
Joshia Phillips Haley, Miss Doss Powell.

colm Lionel' Weed and Miss
Barbara Jo Wilson.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
SOCIAL SCIENCE — Miss Ernestine Benmoin, Miss Lillie
M. Bradshaw, Clarence Christian, Robert L. Currie, Robert
Lee Dye, Miss Yvonne Patricia
Glason, Mrs. Anastasia Ball
Hall, Mrs. Ruth Bumpus,
Myron Lowery, Julius Lee Harrington, Mrs. Josephine Henley, Miss Martha Nell Hill,
Ronald Kitre11 Hooks, Miss
Barbara Ann Hunter, Clinton
Roy Jamerson, Miss Sandra
Neal McGlaun, Everett William
McIntyre, Miss Dorothy Jean
Miller, Miss
Lois
Yvonne
Scott and Mrs. Dorothy Hill
Williams.
Other graduating social science majors were Stephen Leon
Carter, Miss Dorothy Z. Carpels and Benjamin Jones.

LAND FOR SALE
In The Court Avenue Urban
Renewal Area III,
Project No. Tenn. R-49

Avery F. Davis
9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

THIS OFFER GOOD
THUR.FRI.SAT.
JUNE 6:1-8

"My car
stalls every time
I stop."

LOU REE GIBSON

ANDERSON

Al Perkins

3:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

•

Other education majors in
the graduating class were. Miss
Eva Delois Brittenum, Wallace
Callahan, Mrs. Thelma H.
Coleman, Larry Edward Coney,

GEORGIA

Cat Daddlo
72:A.M-to 6:A.Me

CARTON (6-BOTTLES) COCA COLA
With Purchase $3.00 or more Gasoline

J
Court Ave

,A0(CASE COCA COLA)A4+00
Sealed bids will be accepted until 10 A.M., Central
Daylight Savings Time, June 26,1968, on 15,185 square
feet of land in th• Court Avenue Urban Renewal Area
Ill, Pro!eat No. Tenn. R-49.
The cleared and improved land, known as Parcel A-1
of Block 9 of the Urban Renewal project, is bounded on
the north by Court Avenue,on the east by Danny Thomas
Boulevard, on the so.ith by Piomingo Avenue and on
the west by the east property line of an existing commercial establishment.
The parcel is zoned C-4 Commercial. The Urban
Renewal plan calls for a preferred usage of wholesale
business. Alternate usage is for retail business or parking.
No less than $2.50 a square foot will be considered.
Minimum acceptable price on the land offered is
based on appraisals approved by the Memphis Housing
Authority Board of Commissioners and by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
A 10 percent deposit of the price offered must accompany each proposal in the form of a Certified or Cash.
er s Check payable to Memphis Housing Authority. Deposits will be refunded promptly if offers are not accepted.
A line drawing and approximate cost of the proposed
development should be furnished with each offer. The
potential developer must furnish commitment of Mortgage Financing for construction and agreement to commence construction within eight months from the
on which a Contract to Purchase is executed.
The developer a nd his contractors must abide by all
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Lows. Further,
a statement must be provided in which the developer
agrees for itself, its successors and assigns that during Construction and there-after the developer and its
successors and assigns shall include in all advertising for the sole or rental of the property a statement to
the effect that (a) the property is open to all persons
without discrimination on the basis of race, color, creed
or national origin, and that (b),ithere shall be no discrimindtion in public acce.ss and use of the property to
the extent that it is open to the public.
Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive any informality in
bidding. Prospective bidders are urged to inspect plats
at 700 Adams between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M., Mondays through Fridays, prior to bidding.
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT

'EMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
700 A0 MS AVENUE
TELEPHONE 526-6841

POST OFFICE BOX 68
MEMPHIS, TENN. ,38101

With Any Service Ticket Totaling $20 or More
FROM OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Front wheels alignment
Front wheels balanced
Front wheels repacked
(parts extra)

Air-condition service
Check compresson-lines
and valves for leaks,
Add-Freon to proper
level.

SOUTHGATE CAR CARE CENTER
1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ

PHONE 948-0419

ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
HUMBLE

PHONE 948-0410

GUARANTEES ALL WORK IN WRITING

USE ESSO CREDIT CARD-CHARGE ALL-BANK AMERICARD....

Pegs 4
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LeMoyne Grads Hear
s
a
.
For
25
$
I CAR WASH
a
:
Civil Rights Leader
.
ukt.6 .me.
a

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

•

1969
a Effective November 29

In a down-to-earth com- cient financial Security to
mencement address last week, avoid becoming the victims of
insOpn{d6PS
tattaS12S
tsoi
Dr. Clarence Mitchell told Le- loan sharks and ruthless bill Ie
M
usOwAi
•
Moyne College's 128 graduates collectors. We Must continue
a
"You are stepping out into a to make certain that we have
world of turmoil and danger, done all that we can to see
but you are going into a world that they go to graduate
Summer
that offers boundless opportuni- schhols, get good jobs and live •
i8m
ty to those who have courage, in wholesome environments." •RII IWWWWWorse
vision and, in some cases,
the help of family or great fel- To the graduates, he said,
low humans who may not be "Today, as you receive your diplomas, you do not know wherelatives."
Dr. Mitchell, who serves as ther your life ahead includes a
director of the NAACP's Wash- trip to Southeast Asia on
ington Bureau, threw out a Government business or a
challenge to parents, relatives, chance to start on a career
faculty members and friends that may lead to a Nobel
of the graduates "I must tell Peace Prize or the presidency
all of you that your help, of a bank."
your sacrifices and your obli- "Today one must have courgation to these young people age to take a stand for the
do not end when they take off' ideal that all men are entitled
the graduation garb," he said. to equal treatment under just
"The complexities of thel law," he added. About vision,
world today require that we he said "getting opportunity
continue to assist our children requires many things, but I
and our young people until we suggest that having vision Is
are sure that they have suffi- one of the most important."

a
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TWO REST PLACES TO HI—
WIRE CAR FOR YOUR MOM!

THAN'S
LOAN
GAVELS FOR SEVEN —
Acting Postmaster Lydel
Sims presented gavels to
presidents of six postal
unions on the occasion of

signing bid employee organization
agree meats.
Pictured left to right are
Frank
Smith, president,
Letter Carriers; R. D. Ty-

ler. president, Custodial
and Maintenance Employees: L L Sims, acting
postmaster; M. F. Smith,
president, Special Deliv-

cry
Messengers;
Rufus
Manley, president, MallHarry Cosby, advisor, Let.
handlers; J. B. Ferguson,
president, C I e rks, and
ter Carriers Organiaation.

Mrs. Glenn To Sing
At Mt.Olive Sunday

III

Memphis

DIESMIEZIEMORMEN21151111

1

MAYTAG

r4:1111
_ir)
MAKES YOU LOOK
p ODER THAN YOU

ARE

44

100/(Y011116a
et

LICK BLAC

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

MONEY WANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 BEAL STRUT SA 6.5300

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Classified Ad

Earlier this spring, Mrs.
:Glenn was presented by MaMECHONICS
dame Brunati in an operatic
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position
concert. In 1966, she was preG
par,;dup va
hccetio
ahnd HospLocal
sented in recital by the Arkan-,
ital
trube
cknefletas
s Mg
Mrs. June R. Glenn will be —now director of the renown- sas Teachers Association, meet- cohmpany has opening tor mcchantca
employment
presented in recital by the, ed Tougaloo College Choir _ . ing at Hot Springs, Arkansas.
la" rge. (rant
roo y,fft shop, Good worth-Mg*
, conditions. Call Glenn DeW1t at 942Senior
Choir of Mt. Olive and A. A. Johnson.
Mrs. Glenn is the wife IM 4687. Carl Carson Lousing Corp.
C.M.E. Church on Sunday. Since moving to Memphis,:
An Equal Opportunity Morpiorte
B. G 1 enn, vocal
Wilford
p.m.
June a
she has been tutored in voice music instructor at Geeter
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Glenn is one of the, by Madame Adria Brunati — School, and is the mother
HighMrs. of COLLEGE PARR APT. 2800 Spottswood.
Modern 2-Bedroom. Wired for
city's most talented sopranos, who is well known through- four children. She is the pianist AC. Water
paid.
She is an Arkansan, and the,out the country and Europe as for Mt. Olive Cathedral C.M.E.
J. D. MARKS REALTY
52S-1796
daughter of Mr. and T.T. a concert artist and a star in Church, and the junior high
OUT EAST
Betton, Sr. of Little Rock, the La Scala Opera Company, vocal music instructor at DougBRICK
HOME. TB*
Arkansas. Her vocal talent' Milan, Italy. Madame Brunati lass High School. She is also 1-13EDROOM
bath, car port and many extras,
was recognized during elemen-,has tutored many successful' an active member of Delta Sig- No qualifying.
SI200.00 Equity.
Notes $98.75 per month
tary school.
'artists in Dallas, New York,: ma Theta Sorority.
PHONE 323-7858
An o u t standing
student,
Mrs. Glenn was a member of,
the choir at Horace Mann
U1.1111%11:16
High School and continued her
education at Arkansas A.M.&N
JUNE IS
College where she majored in
music education. She was a
leading soloist in "The Messiah," t e levision programs
and tours by the choir.
An
accomplished
pianist,
MONTH
Mrs. G 1 enn's Instrumental
s On
During Mayi
We're Offerin Big
foundation stemmed from her
local piano teachers. She continued her studies in college
Saving
Maytag
under Miss Grace Wiley and
Miss Mildred Ellis, and vocal
training under A.M. Lovelace
D

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AEO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

176
and now

SET
sour ro

We'll Trade!We'll Deal!1

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112.164.161 SEALE ST.

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

. MONEY TO LOAN

CUSTOM

B H s

ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE

248 Vance Ave.

NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450

•Cowell at Barron
•Chelsea at Thomas
•Northgete Shopping
•Southland Moll

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tooessee
Compare Makes What Yee Ask for And
Creates What Yea Think OP

num

NINE CONVENIENT WE RESERVE
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
*STORES
•Lourelwood Canter
•Notional at Jocks*.
•Quince at See lel*
•Macon at %Ile Station

TAILORS

MEAT AND PRODUCE PRICES
GOOD THRU JUNES
ALL OTHER PRICES
GOOD THRU
JUNE i I

* * *

DEL FARM'

Cfr.

Mciemore at Neptune
Chelsea at Thomas

FOOD STORES

Save Del Farm cask register tapes.
for 8 1% retied to your chuck or
favorite charity.

,1 Skop Del Farm For...
.0
IHP
,,
. - ,. . . /
IG
LOW PRICES
70
7
490
27
I
59,
39e
ilAYTAG WASKPOWER' AUTOMATIC
1
39A
990
3for $l
3
9_0..
$1
29
In
\

co:
7111111121111-8080114
Min 11111S-RA11
Llisesse EN OWN
au.111111111PON,YON MR
WRIARRASSED

"Mt RILL TO LIU"

CALL
Oil. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

_PH. PA 7-6033f

U.S.CHOICE

FARM FRESH

No Payment
'til September

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVINIFNT
tOCATIONS

1,09
OIT re11/11100141
yews

WHIR/ !INKS Offi

FRYING
CHICKEN
.

CHOOSE YOUR
COLOR
SPANISH AVOCADO
SHADED COPPER
SPARKLING WHITE

)4,4e1
A'

CAN YOU USE

ROUND
STEAK

.4

NO MONEY
DOWN • • •

1. Maytag Power Fin Agitator cleans faster,•acljusts washing action automaticai
ly for different size loads. Gives you built-in lint filter and rinse solution dis•
penser.
2. lint Filter Tub disposes of lint automatically, washes giant and ;moll loads.
3. Built in Dependability eliminates need for extra cost service policies, makes
Maytag last up to 3 times longer than rost others.
NO mutter what Maytag model

you

choose... you'll get

important feature of all -MAYTAp
.nomr.a
pew von

•

the +nett
DEPENDABILITY!

9APORATED
EVAPORATED

(Cut-up 31# lb.)

TW
AM Oft FUT KLUB 11110
TT01010. 1111111T1111 NW ZUNIS W POW10111111,
MI NW WWII MOM
ST UV PUCE TRU MU MUIR TOO.
PMRIIITI "WWI 1111WWW- 1110111111
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ots trails. R aims toothy
se
Rs liswe ifs It
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mow 111111BIT, sod pt
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tra wow pee Ms MOM
selling irreales NW 110111111 ii
I CORPOIR
ONLY4A
11111111111
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u, 07
MOW sin 1% ots ORLY 99c
111 NEAR-TO-TOE PROTECTION
isiedlattlea
mei MO 461MATip,teem
soap tt WNW

BACON

Pkg.

RUMP
ROAST.

et
WM,OM* It lief, germs the AM
maks
SW Mill ion wow, ed...
.,attg! IP• ..001.
RiLiar.;

S 1
1
1

1
I
0

[ EAST }
1411 5,..,,
'
Plisse 324-4404

41.1. 4 Sfiwell
Op** 1,1 11

PPUANCE

CO. KiNKI.;
41

FRATSER

4211 p".,5•

Phone

314-019S

V

33-oz.
pkg.

SOAP
POWDER
NORTHERN

4-roll
pack

ift TOILET

Lb. Y6V

TISSUE

Vine-rippened 'California

KRAFT

CANTALOUPE

VELVEETA

in

2
bch.

A

it;

2-lb.
pkg.

B1RDSEYE

V AWAKE

cans

GRADE A
•

L. F. OATUN

WHITEHA YEN

iu g

a

I.

emir sigkt:

ACE

qal.

TREND

An.

U.S. CHOICE.BONELESS

FRESH
CELERY

DON'T MISS THIS
Phone
OPPORTUNITY TO OWN for
QUICK
rid AMERICA'S FINEST.
Delivery
WASHERS & DRYERS
At Reduced Prices.

C PUREX
BLEACH

lb.

CRISP & CRUNCHY

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT

tall $1

cans

lb.

KING COTTON-ARMOUR STAR-MORRELL
1-lb.
SLICED

1

TOP TASTE •

Piton* 351.45115

•

t.AMAR
M74 I..'
114-6118

Plies,ese

DESEIZIZ MAYI Af %'NIA1 J.(:00=0

LARGE
EGGS Dfn"

•

•

Grade A

with

EL FARM Large coupon
5000 sTosr,
with
coupon

WITH COUPON

Eggs Doz.1
ctn.
With coupes Psi perches' of $5.00 or more
excluding Beet, Tobacco. fresh Milk, Ice Cream
and ice Milk. Limit ono touPee Per
customer.
Coupon ezPres Jun. 11. 1 961•

IN COI
Willie L
Mr. and
of 1114
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'Brain Power' Needed 'Mt. Nebo Holds A Fashion-Tea
I
For 'Generation Gap'
The 145 members of the 1968 ni association.
Lane College graduating class Many Lane College alumni
and visiting alumni heard returned to their Altai Mater

Washington, D.C. Attorney Saturday for Alumni Day which
Thomas R. Coultas Sr. talk began at 10 a.m, with a coffee
about "The Generation Gap" and registration followed by
Saturday night. The event was the annual pilgrimage to the
the annual alumni banquet held grave of the founder, Bishop
In the C.A. Kirkendoll Student Isaac Lane, in Riverside CeCenter.
metery at noon.
Mr. Countee, a 1928 gradu- Lane College president Dr.
ate of Lane, told the guests of C.A. Kirkendoll presented
honor that it takes both mus- alumni plaques to persons who
cle power and brain power to made large financial contribubridge the generation gap. He tions to the furnishing of Jupainted oik that regardless of bilee Hall, new men's dormiage differences, men of good- tory.
will can unite to make peace
just as men of ill-will can unite
to make war.
Following the principal address of the evening S.W.
Beasley, National Alumni president officially welcomed the 3
graduating class into the alum-

A Spring and Summer end" Margaret Williams as chairFour Seasons Tea was held 111811.
last Sunday at Mt. Nebo Baptist Church with Mrs. Rubye Mrs. Annie Rosman is PresiRowell Beard as the narrator. dent, and Dr. Roy Lova pastor
of the church.
The affair was sponsored jiy
the Mt. Nebo Baptist Church
Wigs, hats and the latest in
Women's Chorus with Mrs. fashions were modeled.

anagh

405 NO. CLEVELAND ST.
Just South of Sears Crosstown

IT'S
TOO SMOOTH
FOR WORDS

YOUR STORE WHERE
FURNITURE DREAMS

Opera Star
ees Mother
Get Degree

Mrs. Ophelia Manney Little
of 121 North Rembert got her
four children through college,
and then went to college herself. She was awarded the
bachelor of science degree in
education last week at the
,..LeMoyne College commence-.
ment.
Two of her children are dead,
but the other two were present
to witness the happy moment.
On campus from Germany
was Miss Vera Little, a star
with the West Berlin Opera
Company, and Mrs. Helen LitIN COLORADO — Airman tle Rainey of Memphis, a
Willie L. Watson, Jr., son of teacher at Carnes Elementary
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Watson School.
of 1114 Anti& st., Memphis, Miss Little had stopped off
has completed basic training.in Memphis after rendering a
at Lackland AFB Tex., and concert at her alma mater,
Is assigned to the Air Force Talladega College, in Alabama.
Training center at Lowry AFB, Mrs. Rainey was graduated
Colo., for specialized schooling from LeMoyne seven years
as a photographic specialist. ago.
A 1966 graduate of Booker T. Mrs. Little said four years
Washington High School, he of college wasn't all fun. "It
attended Tennessee A&I State was hard." She hopes to get a
University.
job teaching.

A
el

Furniture. Straight from Italy. Many elaborate
pieces to select from.

NOW IN STOCK AND ON SALE!

,e

QUALITY COST NO.
MORE AT DONALD'S!
Becmtiful ITALIAN
PROVINCIAL
DINING ROOM SUITES

Pr

Gamine Cherty Wood 8..•4 .W11”, q,I&ow,
Ckiel•.). fen 641.014<i
11J1y •.
litanies wslur„• r.4issz •••%v

FREE!

24" BAR-B-Q
GRILL

Plus Electric
Rotisserie

with

33%c:if?

PURCHASE OR MORE

GIN DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL
SPIRITS SO PROOF. MR, BOSTON DISTILLER INC.„
BOSTON, MASS.

Monterray
by

Thomasville
So Spanish!
So beautiful
with its
flair of

eft *Nye

HYDE PARKor King Cotton
Sliced

So exciting this masterful Louis XIV Living Room

FOR
THAT
HOME
COME
TRUE!

Plue ?a

This Spanish
Bedroom Furniture
is

90.

NOW IN STOCK
AND ON SALE

scoat

efteidedd

Spanish-Mediterranean
DINING ROOM 1SUITES

HYDE PARK

C

or KING COTTON
SLICED
lib,
BACON pkg.
With this coupon and $5 additional purchase. One coupon
to a family. Expires June 11
Excluding tobacco, milk and
frozen milk products.

11b.
PKG.

Motet $10 additional purchase
required to redeem both $5
purchase coupons.

With Coupon and $5 additional purchase.

aka#(limo"
FREE
FREE
FREE

FREE

"LIDO" AVOCADO GREEN

ICE TEA

With this coupon and $5 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco, milk and
froten milk products. One coupon to
a family.
.

$100 WINNER

Mr. George Small
1383 Gill Ave.
SATURDAY
NIGHT

1.

CHANNEL $
WMC-TV
7 to7:30 P.M.
Get Your
Race Cards
Now At
BIG STAR

GLASS
BIG
STAR

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

EXPIRES JUNE 11
'
7MillIME1111110111i
ah
Low.i

33'3 o
Reductions

— •

WIN ut:'5O0
PLAY "It's Racing
Time"
SATURDAY
NIGHT
CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
7 to 7:30 P.M.
Get YOUT
Race Cards
Now At
BIG STAR

FREE
SET-UP

Beautiful Trestle Table, 66 x
42 x 73 inches ir. genuine
Pecan wood with rich finish.
t;-tactly as shown.

Regularly $179.95
Now only
CHECK OUR PRICE

BRRY#1.4
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Tide Of Discontent
The rising tide of discontent that
American college and
university campuses is a stern warning of the advent of a new order. It is
also a warning that nothing can prevent the onset of the changing climate
and the conceptual fixation of the student's place in the academic world and
today's society.
Of course, the conformists of the
old order, like Governor Reagan of California and former Vice President
Nixon, share in common the senile conviction that the issues which the students are challenging are beyond their
proper sphere of interest and "are none
of their business."
The common assumptions are in
many ways outdated and irrelevant. For
they are addressed to a social order
that is passing away more rapidly than
its defenders are willing to admit.
To deplore students' agitation for
political, academic and social reforms is
to close one's eyes to the glaring inadequacies and ineffectiveness of the
old establishments. Students for a
Democratic Society, the New Left campus organization are raising the windows of the ancient, stuffy institution
so that fresh air and fresh thoughts
can filter in.
The protests have not been along
Idealistic, impractical lines. In almost
every instance, the rebels have forced

is sweeping across

their institutions to recognize their responsibility to the communty outside
the academe walls. Columbia University had to drop its field house construction on park property bordering on
Harlem which badly needs the sight for
a playground.
Black power students have exacted from a dozen universities such helpful commitments for Negro students as
increased enrollment, more scholarship
aid, abolition of segregated Greek Letter fraternities and sororities, more
black teachers on the faculty and infusion of courses on Negro history in
the academic curriculum.
These are concessions that would
not have been made through exchange
of peaceful dialogue between deans and
concerned students.. This approach had
been tried without success. So, it took
a revolution to change the course of
events in American centers of learning.
Those who deprecate the campus
revolution, who see it as the emotional
outburst of disordered minds, are
pathetically lacking in intellectual objectivity and social insight. Down
through the ages, social change never
comes by pious meditation or dubious
compromise. The history of civilization
is the history of man's struggle to improve his condition in order better to
meet the requirements of contemporary
life.

that bread is the answer to only
one form of starvation.

The sneaking suspicion ling.
Not that anybody cares what ers that the reason so many
I think about personally, but Negroes so readily subacribe
It seems to me that the pov- to the "guaranteed Income'
erty fighters suggestion that notion is based on a bit of histhe government should give tory. Back in the beginnings
a "guaranteed income" is all of Southean Reconstruction folout of line with the best tra- lowing the Civil War . . .
ditions and prospects of this around 100 years ago ... there
nation.
existed an organization known
many
as the Freedman's Bureau.
too
are
Particularly,
Negroes settling for the idea. The organization's major purunderstandable.
that's
And
pose was to provide food, clothToo many Negroes are des- ing, and some degree of help
perately poor. Too many Ne- for the former slaves who had
groes have no other prospect been turned loose with nothing
for incomes except government . . . landless, foodless, homehand-outs.
less, education less, and unity
But basically that "guaran- less. The Bureau did a yeoman
process it made
teed income" idea is dangerous job. In the
For instance,
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My own
feel a considerable bit low to terate Freedmen.
to his grave
feel that the only way he and grandpa went
the government
his family can survive is feeling that
acres and a
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him
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intelligence,
through the effort,
mule. He had a particularly
and will of other people.
vested mental interest in the
A guaranteed income would mule. He was convinced that
undermine the foundations of the government owed him at
a lot of people's lives. Christ least that for having been a
said a man should not live by slave.
bread alone. A cynic will
dream.
in
but
the
its
it
as
countmay
been
seem,
tial
Now it seems that we've
got it . • .
opine that "bread alone" is a Of course, be never
ed out, by all this greatness the white Though the civil rights bill struggled fairly good substitute for star- but he became one of the
guaranfolks got here and about. Just lying like a wounded man trying to reach a vation. But a wiser man will "grandfathers of the
starve teed income idea among Necan
man
that
out
point
dead not keeping up much fuss for we friend in vain. Bounced around in the
and groes today. And it's too bad!
in more ways than one

The Twenty Century Defines A
Black Man And White Man In America

know its only God we can trust.

House of Senate for no Democrats or
Republican believed in it.

And with our lives in the hands of God,
ONLY IN AMERICA
we know He is going to deliver us,
Thus setting the stage for riots, those
just as He intervened for the Hebrews,
inhibitive things, putting a blur in Dr.
Phillistines and Jews for they were
King's dream. For non-violence and
people whc had been misused.
hymns was his theme. Congress with
So we are here in this Twenty Century anti-riot bills was enough to give any
caught in a vice between what is wrong black man chills.
and right. Left behind by our ancestors
and other mankind to toil in a pit like Yes, America has abandoned the black,
a prisoner in the night, trying to figure man by the sea., freezing out pure deBy HARRY GOLDEN
mocracy. The bell of liberty and freeIn a remarkable gesture of sub-' up among the denomination's 9,000 out what is wrong and right.
dom cannot ring for there's no rightousThe new men, the men like Robert F. Kennedy and John
'WU,, goodwill toward the poor, the I churches in June.
Ancestors, let us give thanks to you.
this
man.
in
ness
The assembly's standing commit- You, have been scarred and abused,
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
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courage the development of business, hood that were scattered
both Robert F. Kennedy and John Lindsay are New Yorkers,
and Had America been able to accept the
low-cost housing, self-help industries are beginning to produce a rich harvest for blacks in slavery. Shipped up
one could say Tammany is out of luck this decade.
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ing for them. The Irishmen got applications for
eral council, and then by the 873 del- been pleading in vain at the foot of the Twenty Century they still want more. it that way.
the police and fire departments, the Italians for
temple of democracy.
egates in plenary business session.
And midway these hundred of years a
the Sanitation and building trades, and the Jew
The Presbyterian Church has set reformation began for the black man The 60's found Cuba showing her land.
Half of the $100,000 will be pregot a peddler's license.
Fidel was her man with his arms aimed
Every year Tammany took all the Lower
sented to the Southern Christian Lead- a fine example of Christian leadership wants in.
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land.
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Side kids on a boat-ride picnic to Bear
American
East
Not
follow.
ership Conference in conjunction with for other denominations to
Mountain up the Hudson. As the celebration
man thought had to take command and another mithe Poor People's Campaign in Wash- rosy promises, not eloquent sermons, An era that no white
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for it was one that gration began.
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this dream God
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need
America
urgently
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taken
be
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through a special
made all scenes, thus bringing on a man Once again America step in, like no one Lower East Side, We'd never heard. "Leaves three, better flee."
else can, to sale her bills of democracy
named King.
We did not even know poison Ivy was a plant. Michael Ahearn,
country and about. Telling
to
foriegn
could
There is historical precedent for In the 50's the Hungarian came forty other nations to leave Communism out, the Tammany sachem, worried about poison ivy, too. "It
If he can maneuver the 1968 elecand
us votes," he said dourly.
tion into the House of Representatives, this probable contingencw. In a four- thousand more of man, given jobs
while the black mans human rights are cost
black
the
but
about,
and
here
got
freedom
former Gov. George C. Wallace would way race in 1824, Andrew Jackson
stamped out.
Tammany always posted spies in the marriage bureau. The
uk for two Supreme Court appoint- 99 electoral votes, John Quincy Adams man was still counted out.
leader had his wedding present at the bride's home bements as his price in choosing t h e 84, William H. Crawford 41, and Henry Everytime there's an increase in the With Chinese, Hungarians and Cubans district
her vial.
President. This is the kind of bargain Clay 37. Since nobody had a majority, black man voting and population, there too, black folks it looks like America fore she shook the rice from
ha would propose if this year's elec- the race went to the House. There were is a migration from a foreign nation. has no use for you. With the white folks
They were always the first there for the funeral. Two Tamthen 24 states so that 13 votes (each Trying to keep us intact and true de- these emigrants weaved right in; given
tion goes to the House.
many men who represented different districts once had a bare
The appointment of two conserva- state having but one ballot) was neces- mocracy out the facts.
the best of schooling to begin.
knuckle fist fight over a body on the sidewalk, each wanting to
tive or segregationist justices in t h e sary. Clay threw his influence to
for the funeral. The sachems were even preciptious.
next four years might tip the balance Adams, who was elected by one vote. While being mutilated and shoved America with wealth of a thousand claim it
One of them sent round a hearse before the defunct was deof the court in such issues as civil Clay became secretary of state.
around, the black man didn't have any kings, could have made poverty a passAs things stand, it is quite pos- grounds. Fool by mixed delusion and ing dream. The black man without funct.
rights, reapportionment, and the praythe events of 1824 might repeat trick by a world of confusion, not even food and clothing can hardly make a
sible
candidate
Presidential
no
If
er decision.
My sister was a Tammany counter. The night before an
But it would be a great a clear conscience for a common dream, stand, because the white man is shipthemselves.
college
electoral
the
of
gets a majority
a mysterious hand always threw an envelope with a
election,
(270), the election goes automatically misfortune for this nation if Wallace but we still manage these scenes.
ping it to foreign lands.
$100 bill over our transom with Clara's name written on it. She
Into the House of Representatives should be in a strategic position to
was also given a ring which had a setting but no stone. A piece
where the selection is made from the force his will upon the people.
In 56' the buses of a southern town saw A black man is called to duty for this
charcoal was where the stone should be. Clara was supposed
Bar
of
American
of
the
committee
A
three highest candidates, each state
us switch, the mighty white folks didn't land, his blood to shed on other sands.
the
Eleccalled
year,
last
Association,
having one vote.
want us mixed. From 56' to 65' we got While Dr. King preached in America to use the ring to void Socialist ballots.
undemObviously, Wallace has given much toral College system "archaic,
the lunch counters and a freedom ride, land, trying to tell the people that a
If the X for the Socialist candidate was one millionth of an
thought to the nature of his demand ocratic, complex, ambiguous, indirect, public accommodation, and voting reso- divided house cannot stand. So America,
inai
below the square — mark it void. The X for a Socialist
for ending a deadlock should he be one and dangerous. It cited the possibility lution across the nation.
I say to you that this is true, when
to
be perfectly centered in the square.
had
of the three candidates from whom the of A situation such as that which Walgigantic buildings begin to fall, and
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to
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a
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House would
Fifty thousand strong they romed the your mightest planes can't fly at all,
lf the Socialists ran strong, Tammany men switched off
street suffering from tired feet. Black and your biggest ships can't leave the the lights. The sachems fixed
the election by simply throwing
men, Black women, and Dr. King saw bay that Is going to be the Lord's Day.
the ballots Into either the East or Hudson Rivers. The knowUnder the Girard will, the City of a realization in this Dream.
A 14-year legal battle to desegreAnd I can hear the God of the universe ledgeable always said William Randolph Hearst's margin of
gate the all-white Girard College in Philadelphia was a trustee of the eslay at the bottom of Pike Street Slip.
No dog could bite with pain, no water saying in a historian voice, America, I victory
Philadelphia ended in a resounding vic- tate.
could put out the flames for seeking gave you wealth and richness but my
tory for the civil rights forces. The 43But, of course, this was in the days when William Randolph
ragged and hungry
The United States Court of Ap- a place in this land. Yes, true rightous- children went
acre Girard campus, situated in an area
Hearst was a Socialist campaigning for public ownership of the
demand and with God on America, I sent you a man of God,
at north central Philadelphia tht is pre- peals for the Third Circuit ruled on ness was in
public utilities, for the abolition of child labor, and for an eight
prayers and warning your way, but you
desdnantly Negro, has been the target March 7 that the school must admit our side wrongness can't survive.
hour working day.
didnot heed, not even today. American,
d north central Philadelphia that is pre- qualified Negro applicants, although
I am going to cut you down and then
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and
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poor than all of Scranton, Pennsylvania ever maimed.
man had economy in fold. Circumstan- equal and not a bit more.
was for "poor white male orphans."
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Top Hamilton Students
Are Given Recognition

Children's TV Workshop

Memphian Will Attend

Producer Appointed

Institute In Arkansas

Awards in a number of cate- Other special awards went to
gories were presented to stu- Robbie Scott, who was pre- David D. Connell, former tion of entertaining educe- ..Mrs. T. M. Wimbley of Elementary School, has been
dents of Hamilton High School sented the Civitan Award, executive producer of "Captain tional shows for pre-school 5053 Ravensworth dr., a sixth selected to participate in
the
during the annual Awards Day and William D. Callian, III, Kangaroo" and vice president children."
grade teacher a t the Locke NDEA Institute in Economics
program sponsored by Club who received the John Phillip of Robert Keeshan Associates,
at Henderson State College,
Distinction, with the advisor, Sousa Award for being the has been named executive proArkadelphia, Ark., June 10Mrs. Marian Decker, in charge. most outstanding senior mem- ducer of the Children's TeleJuly 19.
vision Workshop of NET, it
The "Student of the Year" ber of the band.
Selected from more than 103
award was presented to Susan Also presented were depart- was announced today by Mrs.
applicants. Mrs. Wimbley and
Stevenson, while Barbara mental awards in English, sci- Joan Ganz Cooney, the pro35 other teachers from 12
Knight was the recipient of ence, mathematics, art, busi- ject's executve director.
states will study under the dithe $100 cash award from the ness education, home econom- NET affiliates in the Mid.
rection of an outstanding staff
Harry T. Cash chapter of the ics, ROTC, music and VICA. Southarea are WKNO-TV,
of economists.
Sandra Price is president of Channel 10, Memphis, and
National Honor Society.
Dr. James E. Pinkerton,
The 40th Ward Civic Club of lowell.
Gregory Siggers, Student Club Distinction. Harry T. Cash WLJT-TV, Channel 11, Lexingchairman of the Division of
presented
Chicago
Special
guests
New
its
were
CouncilCouncil president, received a is principal of the school.
ton, Tenn.
Administration
at
Membership- man and Mrs. W.T. McAdams Business
annual
fourth
trophy and a $15 cash award
Children's
The
Television Fellowship Banquet on Friday and Councilman Fred Davis. Henderson State, is the Instias first place winner on the
Workshop is an experiment in night, May 24, in the dining Mrs. Mollie J. Alexander was tute Director.
local and state level in an orOther staff members are
educational television for pre- room of the Coleman Chapel chairman for the banquet.
atorical contest sponsored by
school children and is support- CME Church at 1040 Vollentine Matthew R. Davis is presi- Mrs. Ila Nixon, and Dr. Charles
the Elks. He was also presented by Carnegie Corporation of ave.
dent of the civic club, and Venus, University of Arkaned the "Soul Award" from Rasas; Dr. Burvin C. Alread,
New York, the Ford Foundation
The program was inspiration- Mrs Murriel Canida reporter. Hendrix C o liege, Conway,
dio Station WDIA.
the U.S. Office of Education
— —- —
Ark., and Dr. James Bobo,
the office of economic Oppor- al to all who were present, and
Louisiana
State
University,
tunity, National Institute of was highlighted by a speech
New Orleans.
Child Health and Human De- by Rochester Neely, Sr., assis- Youth
velopment, and t he Na- tant principal of the Manassas
"The Institute is designed
tional Endowment for the Hu- High School.
to improve the level of economA special award was premanities.
ic understanding of the partiThe Workshop is scheduled sented to Mrs. Lucille Price
cipants, to acquaint them wi
to produce 26 weeks of daily for her years of dedicated
the materials available, to reMrs. Opal Ragsdale anhour-long television programs service to the civic club and
quire each participant to work
nounced this week that there
starting in the fall of 1969 on the community. Making the Youth Day will be observed out a plan of action for preare openings for 100 young peothe National Educational Tele- presentation to Mrs. Price was at the Ebenezer Baptist Church senting his information to stuple in Job Corps Training
vision network.
Mrs. Katherine P. Thomas. at 114 Henry ave. on Sunday, dents and fellow teachers, and
Schools throughout the United ALCY SCHOOL SCHOLAR — "The Workshop is very for- Serving as master of cereto develop enthusiasm for the
June 9.
States.
Gregory Hugo Campbell, son tunate to have Mr. Connell as monies for the program was
The guest speaker for the goals of economic education,"
according to Dr. Pinkerton.
While in the Job Corps, stu- of Mr. and Mrs. James Camp- head of production," Mrs. Rev. M. A. Hull, minister of program
at 3 p.m. will be
dents receive $80 a month and bell of 1570 Antona Place, re- Cooney said. "His broad crea- the Firestone Blvd, Church of Elder
Gilbert Patterson. Mem- blue and white. Youth Day
ceived an award for scholas- tive and administrative experi- God in Christ.
all expenses are paid.
bers of his congregation at the chairmen are Miss Gloria
Applications are taken every tic achievement at the Alcy ence in television, and parti- Other program participants Holy Temple
Church of God Davis, Miss Gloria Neal and
Tuesday at the MAP-South Elementary School on May cularly in high quality chil- were Revs. N. D. Swannigan in Christ
will be special Robert Brown.
Inc. office at 138 South Fourth 29, and as a special gift from dren's television, will be an and J. E. Swanson, Miss Mar- guests.
Rev. E. L Slay is pastor of
st.
his parents will spend a week- invaluable asset in the prepara- garet Locke, and Rev. 0. Hol- Colors for the day will
be Ebenezer Baptist Church.
Further information may be end in the country. W. D. Cal. obtained by calling Mrs. Rags- lain, Jr., Is principal of the
dale at 528-8596.
school.

Civic Club's Award
Given To Mrs. Price

Day
To Be Held
At Ebenezer

Job Corps Has
100 Openings

free at

"Free at Last" is the only officially
authorized recording of Dr. King's
speeches. In it, he tells you what he
saw, he tells you what he knew. We are
at a new crossroads in the history of
American democracy. The disease of
poverty has been added to the disease
of segregation. Dr. King stood at the
crossroad. He choose the direction:
"It is no longer the choice between
violence and non-violence.., it is
non-violence or non-existence. This is
where we are today."
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PRYOR OLDS FOR
$2288
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"Free at Last"
contains excerpts from:
Drum Major Instinct Sermon/Listen to
him. "When I have to meet my day
I'd like somebody to mention...
that Martin Luther King, Jr. tried to love
somebody... want you to be able to
say that I did try to feed the hungry.

12960

THIS MEANS YOU CAN OWN A '68 PRYOR
OLDS FOR LESS MONEY THAN MANY
MODELS OP PLYMOUTH-FORD-OR CHEVY.

And I want yoe to be abte to say that day
that/did try in my life to clothe those
who were naked ... want you to say
that/tried to love and serve humanity..."
Atlanta, Georgia, February 4, 1968
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HERFF SUMMER
NOBODY WALKS AWAY!

2450 SUMMER OPEN NIGHTS 458-1151

awl Me crooked places will be made
straight... This is our hope.. With
this faith we shall be able to work
together, to pray together, to struggle
together, to go to jail together, to stand
tsp kit freedom together, knowing that
we will be free one day..."
Washington, D.C., August 28, 1963

MOTOWN is proud to make its
contribution and invite you to share in
this contribution by purchasing your
copy of "free at Last" wherever
phonograph records are sold.
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DISTILLER INC., BOSTON, MASS.

'68 FALCON

I Have A Dream/Make it come true.
"1 have a dream today... I have a dream
that one day every valley shall be exalted,
every hill and mountain shall be made
low, the rough places will be made plain,

324-7341

at a wee,
bonny price
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This is a tribute to the memory of
the man/to the continuation of the
cause. We at MOTOWN RECORD
CORPORATION take this opportunity
to thank Mrs. Coretta King, Dr. Ralph
David Abernathy, and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference for
their assistance in the production
of this album. The full net proceeds of
"Free at Iast" are designated funds
for SCLC to carry on the work of
Dr. King.
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Look Around The World
•T•MIamBever
Boat Our Dean"

rve Been To The Mountain Top/Follow
him."We've got some difficult days ahead,
but it really doesn't matter with me now
because I've been to the mountain top.
I don't mind. Like anybody, I would like to
live a long life. Longevity has its place,
but I am not concerned about that now.
lust want to do God's will and He's
allowed me to go up to the mountain top
and I've looked over and rye seen the
Promised Land. I may not get there with
you but I want you to know tonight that
we as a people wiA get to the Promised
Land..." Memphis, Tennessee,
April 3, 2'968
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State Federation Meets In Humboldt
The City Federation of Hum- staff, together
local al president of the National der the chairmanship of Mrs.
with
boldt. will be host to the State federated women and even to address the group. A special Martha Lacey will be on hand
Federation
m e eting
from friends are join in to make treat is in store for all who the morning of June 11 to
June 11-13 with all sessions to the occasion one long to be attend this program for there meet the buses coming from
president will be forty women in a various points to take the
be held in the Stigall High remembered. The
school, on West End Drive. of the state is Mrs. Alice Cole- chorus to open the meeting ladies to the school and later
_
man of Pulaski, Tenn., who with a welcome song with to their respective homes.
Was it not Martin Luther King, ready doing volunteer work for The city president Mrs. Nelda Calls the meeting to order on words written by Mrs. Jennie Mrs. Z e lda
Landers, 513
F. Williams and her official
Jr. who envisioned the cam- the children of Goodwill Homes.
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock. S. Vance, music director for Calhoun Street, will see to it
paign and who structured it in Mettle (Mrs. Samuel) Crossley and old fashioneds were Mrs. Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock the state.
through her committee that
the beginning?
is president of this active group. Joseph (Fannie) Douglas, wi- the welcome program will President Williams said the everyone is placed in a good
We though the Rev. Judge Lavonia and Clifford Deberry dow of the grandson of Frede- bring the Southeastern region- transportation committee un- home.
Ben L. Hooks, deserved an Em- have their second son Donald sick Douglas, Mrs. Phyllis Langmy Award for the way in which Lae, whose coos are signaling ston, daughter of Mrs. Mary
he handled quaries from news- happines around the household. Church Terrell, Mrs. Nettie
Matthew. granddaughter of the
men Sunday on "Close-Up". Our Mose Walker hosted a
stag late John Mercer
TSD Editor McCann L. Reid party in his back yard for
Langston,
BY
Paul Mrs. Joyce Harriott,
Mrs. Fannwas one of these on the ques- Collins who was visiting
from ie Gould, Mrs.
Theodesio Gostioning panel. Judge Hooks said New York City. Fellows
munch- sett, cousin of the late
in essence that the campaign ing on ribs,
Walter
chicken, spaghetti White, Mrs. Robert
Jones, and
can not fail, for one of its goals,plus an ample supply of
potatoes her daughter, Mrs.
has already been achieved . . . while swapping tales
Adelaide
were
that of demonstrating to Con- Charles Iles, Paul's brother-in- Robinson, Mrs. Milton Webster,
gress and the nation the poverty law; Joe Atkins, Willie Ware, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Mrs. RobHand Made
that exists in America in all Harold Lewis, Willie E. Lindsey,ert Freeman, Mrs. Frank Snowden,
Mrs.
Susan
Thompson,
races. The other goals will also Jr., Joseph Westbrook, Willie
ERMA LEE LAWS
be accomplished with your sup- Johnson, Joe Carr, Melvin Con- Mrs. Jessie Parks, Mrs. Stuart
port. We must not let ourselves ley, William Little, O'Ferrell Nelson, the former Blanche
ERMA LEE LAWS
Wright of Memphis, and Mrs.
Let us prayhdly assess the i be sidetracked with trivialities Nelson,
Jake Barber, Longino
Ruth Shipley.
.
.
.
we
must
keep
value
of
our
eyes
the
Poor
CamPeople's
Cooke, George Cox, Hosea T.
"Prayer is the contemplapaign sponsored by the Southern stayed on our goal, stay on the Lockard, Horace Chandler and The Adult Education Center
tion of the facts of life from Christian
of Southwestern University proLeadership Confer- case!
Sam Helms!
mises an interesting summer
the highest point of view". ence, and re-define in our own And in order for SCLC to
Marjorie then reports from for its students. They'll have
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
mind the goals of the campaign. stay on the case, they must
D.C. that the Misses Church.
have that "green power" and Annette and her niece Roberta. discussions on Afro-American
that's where you come in. Send gave the nicest luncheon ever writers which will include Bookchecks and more checks to at the Stouffer Restaurant withier T. Washington's "Up From
or aa 1••
SCLC 334 Auburn Avenue, N.E. a patriotic theme. Each guest Slavery", DuBois' "The Souls of
HOGUE &&
Atlanta, Ga., 30303. In order to was pinned with an American Black Folk", James Weldon
/ KNOTT
further the cause and in keep- Beauty rose corsage by Roberta Johnson's "The Autobiography
MAGIC WHITE 1.
fWE lioN nit
ing with the times, Les Girls who was her prettiest in a nau- of an Ex-Colored Man", and the
I DETERGENT /
thought it a fitting farewell to tical blue and white dress fee including books is only $7.50.
How about that? The classes
lk
19 oz.
STYLING
Julia (Mrs. Jacques) Wilmore trimmed with red.
ilAttlfftMERICARII
will
begin Wednesday June 12,
that they should present her and
% Pkg. 194 O'
$350
bar
Adding an elegant flair to the and will be held for six weeks
her African Collection Sunday,
establishment while lunching on Wednesdays from 7:30 until
June 9, at the Lorraine Motel
and enjoying daiquiris, martinis 930 p.m.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
for
the benefit of the Southern
ARE YOUR VERY BEST BUYS IN MEMPHIS!
Christian Leadership Conference
a as
Julia and her mate, Jacques
in Memphis by Memoruans
who is director of the Memphis
HOGUE & •Zaked
. - rushed daily to your big ‘ Civil
Commission are
KNOTT I Hogue & Knott supermarket for I leavingRights
our city for their oldi
Loasimum freshness.
stomping grounds, New York,
Philly and Jersey. Jacques will
12 TO.25c
become the Director of the New
PKG
York Civil Rights Commission
1Office in July. Julia and JacHOGUE &
ques spent several years in AfKNOTT
rica and have a marvelous colHAMBURGER
lection of just everything imagiHOT DOG 0
nable even a witch doctor's bag.
Les Girls, who're inviting you
to the exhibition Sunday with
your donation which will go to
SCLC, are Marie Bradford, Elsie (Mrs. Theodore Branch, she
plans to be in D.C. Sunday lending her support to Resurrection
City; Sarah (Mrs. Horace)
Chandler, Helen (Mrs. Longino)
SOUTHLAND
Cooke, Dot (Mrs. Walter) Evans, Evie (Mrs. Odell) Horton,
Velma Lois Jones, Delores (Mrs.
Chunks lb.41c
Harold) Lewis, Gloria Lindsey,
Sliced
lb.49c
Maria (Mrs. Charles) Piakston,
Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pinkston,
HI-C
Gladys (Mrs. Edward) Reed,
Evelyn (Mrs. William) Robertson and yours truly. Remember.
big 43oz. 19c
Sunday afternoon at the Lorcan
raine!
Dr. King was memorialized
Memorial Day down at the Lorraine and taking an active part
in the ceremony was Mrs. Pearl
Clark. We recall that when we
met Dr. King several years past
that Mrs. Clark's son-in-law,
Atty. Henry Arrington of Miami,
was mentioned several times in
the conversation. He's an SCLC
•
lawyer.
1378 FMLL. V.000
And speaking of SCLC, you
3:-.11 VARY(
might direct any question you
3354 N. THOMAS
1579 LAMAR
have concerning the organization to Judge Hooks, who is a
member of the Board of Directors, Rev. Samuel Billy Kyles,
who heads the group here or
Gerald Fanion, Regional Directdowntown•MIAS ave. or Tennessee Council on Human
Relations who is presently on
soutbland and!
loan to SCLC. Jerry is really
a well-rounded fellow, does each
of his dudes with dignity and a
pleasantness that is indeed admirable.
fashion specialists in sizes
We thought it was just mar18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
velous that the Gay Northeasterners which is one of the oldest
most fashionable social groups
The only thing that stayed the same is that it's still called a
In the country, did not have
movie camera.Otherwise,the Kodak Instamatic M12 movie camera
their national confab with all
is one ofa whole new breed.
of its fabulous trimmings but
rather contributed the $6,000
It's small.Fits right in your palm. Never needs winding.It's
they would have spent having
less than $30.In its outfit with Kodachrome film, wrist strap,
a convention to SCLC. The roster of the Chicago Chapter which
batteries,less than $35.
was to have hosted the convenAnd there's nothing mysterious about dropping in a film
tion read like a Who's Who in
America. They are the wives of
cartridge and shooting until your
newspaper and magazine pub50 feet are used up. And the
lishers, surgeons, insurance
presidents and other executives,
movies are super 8, which means
•and you name it and they have
a really sharp, bright picture
:it in their chapter and likewise
1
2 in their other chapters.
sizes 16/
1
2te 36/
on your screen.
We pointed this out as a wonThere's a wide range of
midthe
example
of
how
derful
dle class Negro is on the case
Kodak movie cameras and super
with the rest of the brothers.
a shapely new knit of
8 projectors(which you need for
Frequently we have been asked
Arnel triocetoto
that
just what is the middle class
super 8 movies). Drop in at your
doing to help the cause, and we
pocks, machine washes,
greatest
was
the
thought this
Kodak dealer's and see what's
drips-dry and comes up
way to show that all the brothhappened to movie cameras.
fresh and fashionable, no
ers are truly on the case!!!
the
that
Hear
tell
.
CLUBS
.
.
easy
to
matter what ...
J.U.G.S. were holding sway with
wear shift style, shown
their national convention headquartered at the fabulous Riverhero worn with self-belt
mont over the week-end. They
... choose your circle
were caught in a whilrwind of
print of block or brown,
activities which included their
benefit charity ball, cocktail pareach on white.
ties, brunches, and other delightful et-ceteras, which drew
NAIL ORDERS: add 60c
possogo pies 4% soles tax
scores of out-of-towners and lofor Tenn. delivery.
calites to the Rivermont.
And that Kappa Alpha Psi pre'
senttd their fifty debutantes Saturday night at the Rivermont
admidst a profusiin of beautiful
gowns and fun loving people.
MEANDERING . . . The Voulants welcomed new members
SO.
MAIN
•
527-6436
•
64
DOWNTOWN
recently at the home of Lois
1992 UNION
• 274-2065
UNION AV/. •
Charles) Tarpley. Names
(Mrs.
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391-0014
and pictures will soon appear
of the new additions who're al

Society

14 No. Main
At Court
527-3619
100% HUMAN!HAIR

Mon Claire

Merry

li)r

Go-round

21" FaIi
lls
$3995

1"Mini-Falls"
$29"

FIRST NIATIC,NAL

4M. MEM, •••••

BROWN 'N
SERVE
ROLLS

BUNS

I

d••••

••••••

dll.b
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STRETCH
WIGS
$5995

Wiglets
$895

Cluster Of Curls

Large
Wiglets

16"

$16"

SEE US FOR EXPERT

1

4•11.10.14

°pa 13c

ir
BIG 11/2 LB. SANDWICH LOAF Dcl
HOGUE & KNOTT

Remember when movie
cameras were big,expensive,
and mysterious?

BOLOGNA

FRUIT DRINK
L

HOGUE & KNOTT

SS

Arnel knit
in the best
of circles!

Kodak has changed all that.

and

20.00

Kodak Instamatic movie cameras.
From less than W.
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•
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PRICES'

0,Top

Value
Stamps.

Shop the friendliest stores in town!
Bakery prices good thru Sat., June 8. All other prices good thru
Tues., June II, Memphis and West Memphis only. Limit right
reserved.

PREPARING "PINK FAN.
TASY" — "The Night of
Fink Fantasy" is the theme
ef the dance to be staged
next Friday night in the
Venetian Room of the Hotel

Sheraton-Peabody,
a ad
members of the Barberettes are ready to welcome
their guests. From left
here are Misses Vanessa
Gilcrest, Arlene Durrah,

Grocery Chain Presents
$2,000 To College Fund
CINCINNATI, Ohio — The
Kroger Co. has presented its
$2,000 annual donation to the
United Negro College Fund.
The
of the
presentation
Kroger check was made by
representatives of the Atlanta, Ga., division of the retail
food firm. The check was turned over to officials of Morehouse College, one of the insti-

Ushers Will Meet
Thursday Night
The Ushers' Association of
Memphis will hold its regular
monthly meeting on Thursday
night. June 6, at 8 in the Owen
College Administration building.
Charlie Walton is asking
that all members be present.
Mrs. Rosie Walton is reporter
for the Ushers,

Mary
Green,
president;
Helen Mister, secretary;
Joyce Wilkerson, Rachael
Duncan, Valerie Henderson and Rose Hunt. Members not shown
are

Misses Bennie Smith, vice
president; Dorris Atwood,
Beverly
Thomas,
Linda
Towas, Ella Smith, Mary
Drew and Barb 1 Kuykindol.

over 75 per cent of the students ported Negro colleges.
attending private Negro col- Kroger operates 1,485 retail
leges and a total of 27 per cent food stores in 23 states. The
of young people enrolled in company
in
was founded
either private or state-sup-11883.

tutions affiliated with the fund.
The United Negro College
Fund distributes private and
corporate contributions to 361
colleges and universities across
the country.
Earlier this year. Kroger
made the fourth annual payment on its $25,000 pledge to
the building fund drive conducted on behalf of the same institutions in 1965. The final $5,000
payment on this pledge will be
made in 1969.
Commenting on the Kroger
Co's. support
of the United
Negro College Fund, Stephen
J. Wright, its president, said:
"Through its support of the
Fund, Kroger is contributing
to the solution of one of America's most critical problems —
that of providing quality higher
education for Negro youth."
Dr. Wright pointed out that
the Fund's member institutions enroll nearly 40,000 students, which represents well

SALE
Entire Stock of Spring & Summer
Florsheim & Penalio

Casual Shoes

Kroger Fresh

YERS
ROAST

„b.2
U.S. Choice
Tenderay
CHUCK

Oboe Om.

IOMIN4

VALUABLE

COUPON '

-1?VIIN666?'

Kroger Grade "A"

LAR

with this coupon and $5.00
additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh
or frozen milk products.

EGG
Tri-Statd Defender_UsH9n)

DOES AIR POLLUTION
IRRITATE YOUR SKIN?
Dirt. grease, grime and other poisons in the air can raise havoc with
dn arod complexion. Delicate skin
:nay suffer the worst and even
normally healthy skin can become
Irritated. Blemishes, blotches and
blackheads may appear. Color, hue
and appearance of complexion may
change. Fragrant creamy white
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"
BLEACH CREAM is a medicated
cream, containing the full official
strength of ammoniated mercury
recognized by the United States
Pharmacopeia as a local inhibitory
antiseptic. Its medical properties are
generally recognized by the profession, and dermatologists often pre.
scribe it. "SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM

GET HEAD-TO-TOE
PROTECTION

$139° to $169°

with the deep-acting foamy medication of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
It beauty bathes while it fights
germs that often aggravate perspiration odors ... makes you sure
you're nice to be near. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.

The Old Saint Paul Baprist Church In West Memphis
recently got a new Outdoor lighted Sign...

VALUES
$17 to $23

AT NO COST TO CHURCH OR MEMBERS
WhaZ does your Church or Club used ?

Insist on the Blue & Gold package!

I ,e
• .••,,da L •

A IA

•

o

AtCh•IPC, and

Call Mrs Coruna Crenshaw at 272-2125
Low Heels or Low and Medium
Wedge Heels

Any building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
that's a must,'
e'The gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
'
,
Gordon's is a must
15

/ WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS
Group Savings Plan

tones the shades of your skin, for
fairer, dearer, natural looking loveliness. It fades freckles, removes
that weather-beaten sue tanned
look, aids in removing btackhreads.
smoothing large pores. Wouldn't
you like to try PALMER'S "'SKIN
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM?

• Straps

• Ties

• Pumps

• Sandals

1 Sling Wedges
ALL SUMMER COLORS

hr Oat Yee used. She 11111 tin
you details is the Top Value Stamps
Grerp &Rigs FLAN

and 1,11

BANANAS
FRESH, Florida

5 efaorrs

Yellow Corn

Cha,rrnaro of the Board
"o•orolhant an It"amender
••• '
,-,

62.SOUTH.MA1N.STREET PHONE.525-2152

ADD A

mitts

DIN

BUILD A NEW HOME?
ADD A HEW ROOF?
BUILD OR REMODEL
YOUR CHURCH?

H & H Building And Remodeling
TEL. 141.1511
LICENSED AND 1101119

Gordon's Gon created
London. England rry 1769
seller in England.
b.ggest
It's the
An-worn and the world

PIIUCT SI 11.1.5.100% MIRA snits DISTILLED i ION DRAM 9 NOW

WIWI'S

CO.M.IIINI.11.1,

39 '\

Collards, Mustard or

c

Blue Plate

Mayonnaise
Banquet Frozen

IOC

QT. 450
ALL VARIETIES

Meat Dinners
Crisco

Bunch

BONUS COUPON
C.

TOP VALUE STAMPS ex!). 6/8

with one 3-lb VacPac Kroger or
14-oz. Spotlight Instant Coffee
with six 4-oz. pkgs. Kroger
Puddings
SO
with two 20.oz. loaves
Buttercrust Bread
with two 1-lb. pkgs.
Kroger Saltines
uith 8-nz„
Dippity-Do Set Gel
with a 5-lb. bucket
::
Ground Beef for $2.75
with 3-lbs. or more
Ground Chuck
with 2 Tenderay Round,
Sirloin or T-Bone Steaks
uith 2 pkgs. Fryer Breast
or Legs
with 2 pkgs. Center-Cut
or Breakfast Pork Chops
SO
with 2-111. pkg. Honeysuckle
Sliced Turkey & Gravy
with 3-1b. or 5-lb.
Country Club Canned Ham
with 3 pkgs. Land.b' Frost
Lunch Meats

::

,

Vegetable Shortening
CALL

Golden
Ripe

100

Turnip Greens
WANT TO

4

MIA Han

sse

ki so

ity)et ‘tt

-lb. got
ti cart IN Y

Kroger is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

50
kN4 SO
100
25
2S

25
2S

with one dozen Lemons
with 2 heads Lettuce
with 1/2-gallon Orange Juice
with 10-1b. Potatoes

a

•11••

•

t

1

•

1

'•
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SPORTS HORIZON
SIFFORD ON MISSION
tion of Dr. Martin Luther King however, it was his erratic put- This will have to be mandatory
When cigar-smoking Charles here. Sifford figured a real ting that brought it about and if many of the players are to
Sifford became one of the good showing in the Colonial not the hostility of the past. survive on the circuit which
first Negroes to play in the Invitational would be a slap The club house facilities were usually finds about 150 players
Memphis Open golf tournament at the establishment for what available on an equal basis entering the once a week toura few years ago, he found that had happened to Dr. King and to all tournament participants. neys. Dr. Cary Middlecoff of
all the privileges extended the discrimination he faced in Winner of the Hartford Open Memphis suggested the division
mst of the golfers on the his last tourney here prior to last year and seldom out of two years ago, and much talk
PGA tour were not open to this year's event.
the money Sifford picked up a while the pros were here cenhim at the host Colonial Coun- Sifford stayed in contention $215 check from Memphis Open tered around such a proposal.
Sifford thought it would be
try Club. The st- :IT Californian for a good share of the $20,000 officials.
playing out ai Los Angeles first prize money until a final Because of the tremendous good for the players and
vowed he
aull never return round one over par 71 dropped amount of talent, look for the naturally so. Perhaps the
to Memphis. aifford changed him far down the list. Sifford day when the PGA pros divide thing that stands in the way
his mind aft r the assassina- left town again displeased, up into two or more tours. is the fear that sponsors of
these rich tourneys want the
big names of golf, and the
4
Palmers, Brewers, Players,
and Nicklauses are spread
out rather thinly.
Bob Lunn fired a 69 to add
his second tournament in as
many weeks with a victory in
the Atlanta Classic last week.
Lunn, winner of the Memphis
Open, is representative of the
new breed of golfers who are
giving Arnie Palmer and Jack
Nicklaus
considerable
competition for their positions at
the top of the money winners.
Lunn is to tomato juice what
the late Tony Lema was to
champagne. Two cases of juice
were sent in from California to
be passed out.
CARDS AND DETROIT
Should the current leaders
in the major leagues meet in
the World Series you'd probably hear a lot of cries of "I
told you so." St. Louis in the
National, and Detroit in the
American were the odds-on
Bela "Killers" as champhies. From left are Frank
tam; and Samuel Jackson.
BOWLERS—
favorites at the beginning of CHAMPION
pions. The Killers defeatBuford, C h arles
Webb,
The Killers were 1967 City
The Ten-Grand
Bowling
the 1968 season.
ed 13 teams in the League
Willie
C I ayborne, Mrs. Champions with Willie ClayThe Cards and Tigers both League ended its 36-week
and walked away with
Frances
Hassell, scoreborne emerging as "All
held narrow leads going into season with the Norman
first prize money and trokeeper; Charles Wade, capEvents Champiou."
this week's play. Despite a
slump St. Louis maintains a
scant lead over hard charging son who himself wore a CardiSan Francisco while Detroit nal uniform last year.
gets pressure from second Orlando Cepeda was scheduled to be fitted for glasses when
place Baltimore.
The Cards are apparently off the team returned home this
the skids after sweeping a week. Cepeda was hit in the
week-end series with the Mets. face with a batted ball which
Bob Gibson initiated the final doctors say is probably the
day doubleheader sweep last reason for his poor vision. CeSunday by out dueling Al Jack- peda is struggling to raise an
anemic batting average which LOUISVILLE, Ky — (UPI) — That seems to me to be sufdipped below .250 last week. The Kentucky State Racing ficient time — very reasonable NEW
YORK — (UPI) —
The jovial Puerto Rican hit Commission
rescheduled
to as a matter of fact," Egger The African nations initiated
well over .300 last year and
action in the United Nations
was rewarded with the Most June 12 a hearing on the appeal said.
Valuable Player award. Curt of disqualified Kentucky Derby "They (Fuller and his attor- Tuesday to bar Rhodesia from
Flood's consistent hitting and winner Dancer's Image.
neys) had 20 days to file their participating in the Olympic
Lou Brock's base running skill George Egger, commission appeal. They waited until
the Games next October in Mexico
have carried the Cards.
chairman, said the hearing, 19th day to appeal and now City.
originally set for next Monday, they want a 30-day extension.
Tanzania, this month's chairwould be held at the State Fair We granted them one extension
man of the 39-nation African
and Exposition Center here already."
group, said it would call a
two days later.
He said the stewards' hearmeeting of the group someThe delay followed an official ing originally was set for May
time
this week to decide on best
appeal filed Monday by Peter 7 — three days after the Derby
action
how to prevent Rhodesia
Fuller, owner of the hard luck — but Fuller asked that it be
—white-ruled
African
counFAYETTEVILLE — Hector gray colt. Fuller is appealing put off until the 13th. "We
McEachern, a rising senior the finding by Churchill Downs gave them that and I feel we've try under U.N. sanctions--•
from Fayetteville, was elected
from participating in the Olyms'o,vards that Dancer's Image been extremely cooperative
president of the Fayetteville
pic Games.
• LIBBY'S •
with
them,"
Egger
added.
pain-killing
had
a
prohibited
State College Student Government Association for the aca- drug in his system when he Fuller is appealing the re- A Tanzanian delegate said
distribution of the Derby purse, the strategy meeting, to be
demic year 1968-69, Charles won the May 4 Derby.
Moore, chairman, SGA Elec- Fuller had sought a delay in which gave the $122,600 first held behind closed doors, would
tions Committee, announced. the hearing until 30 days after prize money to Calumet Farm, decide on action, such as a
UNSWEETENED
McEachern polled 342 votes a 1,000-page transcript of last as well as the ruling that Dan- possible appeal to the Internamonth's hearing by Churchill
to top Lonnie Smith (229),
Downs stewards was com- cer's Image had traces of the tional Olympic Committee, to
Barbara Weeks (17) and Gre- pleted.
drug phenylbutazone in his sys- stop Rhodesian participation.
46 oz
gory Savoy (1). In winning,
3 limit
McEachern garnered more At the same time, Lou Caval- I tem at the time the race was
he African group action here
than 58 percent of the total aris, the gray colt's trainer, held.
and
assistant
trainer
Robert
runs
parallel to previous efforts
votes cast. According to Moore,
Testing firm chemists said
more than 580 students parti- Barnard withdrew appeals to the drug showed in a post-race which resulted in barring a
the state racing commission of
cipated.
South African Olympic team
their 30-day suspensions. Attor- urinalysis.
During the 1967-68 college ney Arthur Grafton of Louis- Dancer's Image went on to from participating in the Game.
with mushrooms
year, McEastern was vice pres- ville said that Cavalaris and finish third in the Preakness
ident of the SGA and when Barnard withdrew their appeals but again was disqualified — The Tanzanian sources said
or re o peppers.
they could not predict the
President Booker T. Keyes because they lacked sufficient for bumping in the stretch.
completed his college work in time to prepare for next Mon- Fuller announced last week exact course of action the
March, he was elevated to the day's scheduled hearings.
just before the Belmont, third African coutntries will take.
presidency. He is an English "The hearing will be deferred of the triple crown races, that The details will have to be
major and member of Alpha to June 12. That would be 28 Dancer's Image was being re- decided upon at the group meetPhi Alpha Fraternity.
days from the time the stew- tired from racing because of ing expected to be held someMercer Anderson, sophomore ards rendered their decision. his bad ankles.
time this week.
from Kinston, won the nod
WE HONOR
for vice president over FredGOVERNMENT
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
rick Hill.
FOOD STAMPS
Indications point to a run777::7.•
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
off for the college's coveted
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
"Miss FSC" and "Miss HomeALEXANDER SUNDRY
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
2445 Chelsea
387 Leath
coming" titles.
GROCERY
CARNATION EVAPORATED
SILVER STAR
AUDALE CASH GROCERY
Annie
McCullough, junior
1297 Lauderdale
DRIVE.IN
GROCERY
842
Wellington
Rose
Hill,
from
led the voting
KLONDYICE FOOD
178 W. Mitcleill R4
527.8150
In the "Miss FSC" race with
CENTER
SUBURBAN DRUG
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
1287 Vollentine
284 votes followed by Dollean
752 E. McLernore
Chelsea
3092
276.9509
4 Limit
E. Williams, Littleton; Laura
948.4576
Fresh
Veg.
Meats
&
BAILEY'S
DRUG
STORE
Bowser, Gwendolyn Chambers
Pres. & Del. Service
2547 Broad Avenue
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
and Margaret Blackstock.
SUAREZ
PHARMACY
BELL'S SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
Jacqueline Rendlem an, jun1046 Thomas
943 Lauderdale
272-3112
525.8811 — 526.9727
ior from Hickory, received the
526.9940
Free Delivery
Prescriptions & Drugs
largest number of votes in the
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
L & H SUNDRY
STROZIER DRUGS
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
"Miss Homecoming" race
2 Lb Box 79C
142 Silverage
2192 Chelsea
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
closely followed by Annette
276.2588
1140 College
McGOWEN SUNDRY
Moore,
Wilmington.
Others
Pres. & Del. Service
PRESCRIPTION
CENTRAL
349
Vance
scoring well were Algeanie
SHOP
SMITH SUNDRY
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
Warren and Janice McDowell.
550 Vance
1447 Florida
2037 Boyle Avenue
In the race for judge, CalEWING ESSO SERVICE
SMITH'S TEXACO
STATION
vin Harris, junior from NewMODEL LAUNDRY
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
204 W. Brooks
ark, N. J. won.
337 Mitchell Road
FORD ROAD DRIVEM
Joseph
Lewis, sophomore
NEWS
MART
TRIGG
AVE. SUNDRY
3199 Ford Road
from Washington, D.C. had no
Magazines & Newspapers
.455 E. Trigg
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
All Out of Town Ne15110
opposition in the race for busi•
1101 Firestone
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
Pa Pet's
ness manager as Faye Rainey
Vith 'coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excludin
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
303 Vance
ION.
Main
'volu• of coupon mereharidi•• (fresh milk products en
had none in her candidacy for
2533 Park Ay..
526-9648
VIC 'S SUNDRIES
tobacco also_uutcluded in conpliance with state low).
324-9322
secretary.
3013 Johnson Avenue
ORIOLE DRUG
.!cOUPOn. expires Wedn•scioV, Noon June 12, 1968,.. One:
GOSS PHARMACY
1014 Mississippi
Coupon per family per week.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
448 Walker Avenue

VIDIA
SOUL OF THE SCHOOL AWARDS
NOW BEING PRESENTED IN MEMPHIS HIGH SCHOOLS
TO
Outstanding Senior Students
Selected By

Principal, Faculty, Students
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Hearing Re-Set
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CRABMEAT

MILK

FRENCH DRESSING CHEESE SPREAD
35c

Ex-Chicagoan
Eyes Navy Crown

'77.717:71"777.77.7.:::v...
1
...
:.i.:. .:. . . . MARTHA WHITE
1:
SELF RISEING

CORN MEAL MIX

•::;$:*14.4`

GREAT LAKES. M. — (NPI)
— A former Chicago Soutbsider is one of five finalists who
are vying for the title of Electronics Supply Office (ESO)
Queen. She is Mrs. Charles E.
Bryson, Jr., the firmer Carolyn Guthrie, a personnel clerk
in the Consolidated Industrial
Relations Division, Navy ESO.
After graduating from East
Chicago (I nd.) Washington
High school she majored in
pre-nursing at Wilson Junior
college, Chicago.

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. MeLemore
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KW1CK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GPO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.

PEARSON GPO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

942-1712
Pres. & D.I. Service

WADLINGTON
251 E. MeLemore

POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
203 Beat.
PROSPECT REXALL

WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood

22435. 13•11evuo Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Ch•Isia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 R,chmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
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who are in the formative stage ppeople I represent, and if in
of life, need my companion- Ithe future the opportunity presents itself, I will consider ofship and guidance"
He added, "My main interest .-fering myself to the citizens
During a dinner meeting at 1966, and I feel that I have{feel that my family and es- has always been local govern- for service in local governthe Memphis Gridiron Show, served them well; but I alsoipecially my three young sons, ment. I like being near the ment."
State Senator Drew Canale,
ing will be held in the new
representing the 33rd Senatorbuilding on Wednesday, June
ial District, announced that he
12, at 8. All members are asked
would not seek reelection for
to be present.
the post.

Drew Canale Will Not Seek Seat In Senate

Klonciyke Civic Club Will Hold Open House

Mr. Canale said, "Many The Klondyke Civic Club Thomas, Sr., J.V. Clark and planned for the opening of Jesse James is president,
friends and supporters have will hold open house at its Mrs. Freddie Gatlin, Sr.
the club's building.
and Mrs. Vera Moton club reurged me to seek reelection,
An inspirational program is The club's next regular meet- porter.
building
at
club
943
new
Voilesand I have given the matter
long and thoughtful considera- tine ave. on next Sunday, June
tion. However, at this time I 9, from 4 to 7. The public is
would announce that I will not invited.
seek reelection to the State Members of the open House One of the graduates re- Mrs. Hall, who majored in She held down two jobs on seveSenate.
committee are Mrs. Ruth Jones ceiving a degree last week at sociology, is a divorcee and the ral occasions.
.
Her children are enrolled
"I want the citizens of this Mrs. Florence Chrysler, Mrs. LeMoyne College was Mrs. mother of seven children.
county to know bow much I Annie B. Motley, Mrs. Kaite Anastasia Ball Hall of 758 East She worked her way through at Booker T. Washington High
appreciated the honor they Sexton, Mrs. Alma Morris Georgia who completed her col- college and cared for her large School, Porter Junior High
Georgia
Avenue
Elebestowed upon me when they Mrs Vera Moton, Jimmie lege work "under great handi- family by working full-time and
as a licensed practical nurse. mentary School.
elected me to the Senate in Taylor, Larry Wells, William caps."

Mother Of Seven Beats Handicaps

To Earn Degree

SURE CURE FOR

'U
LEADING THE MARCH Starting the commencement march last week at
LeMoyne College were Dr.
Clarence
Mitchell, left,

and
LeMoyne
President
Hollis F. Price, right. Dr.
Paul Hayes of LeMoyne is
behind Dr. Mitchell and
President Price. Dr. Mic-

ehell, director
at the
NAACP bureau in Washington, D.C., delivered the
commencement address to
the 128 LeMoyne graduates.

as working conditions, vacation scheduling, exercise of
seniority rights, and employee
bid assignments," J.C. Curtis, general superintendent of
mails and chief negotiator for
the post office, stated.
Chief negotiators fo; the employee organizations were:
Acting
Postmaster
Lydel fective last March. The Na- Frank Smith, Letter Carriers;
Sims has signed new con- tional Agreement, which ap- J.B. Ferguson, Clerks;
Turner
tracts with six postal employee plies to every post office in Gilmore, Mailhandlers;
Roscoe
organizations after negotiations the United States, is a broad Tyler, Vehicle Operators;
W.M.
which began on April 1.
charter for postal labor rela- Morgan, Maintenance EmployBargaining at the local level tions.
ees, and Joe Thomas, Jr.,
was authorized by the National "Provisions of the lo c al cial Delivery Messengers. SpeAgreement which became ef- agreement cover such items The new contracts will be
in
effect until March 1970.

ONLY

New Contracts Signed
For 6 Postal Groups

12 or
older

BOYS

EARN Your Own '
SPENDING MONEY
Profit on
every

•

'

EARN $1 to $5
every week
in spare time
and Win Free PrizesValuable business
experience gained will
be of life-hag benefit.
II

Ate a Boy 12o, Older Use This Coupon Now

'Pont Name and AJdress Below
T,-State Defender
236 S. Donny Thoma s Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.
Cr.n1 my first bundle of papers,

me.

Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today

$30000

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEELCOYERS

DOWN
OR CAR OF
ROYAL VALUE

Name
Are You a Boy? . . Age

Dale Born

Year

In Core of
Street and No.

R. F. 0

The Sunday School department of St. Stephen Baptist
Church will present its annual
tea and fashion show at the
church on Sunday, June 9, from
4 to 6 p.m. The public is invited.
The affair will be held in
the J. L. Campbell Fellowship
Hall and will include the latest
in fashions.
Proceeds from the tea and
fashion show will be used for
expenses of the Vacation Bible School to begin on Monday,
June 10.
Miss Erma Ezell is chairman of the Tea and fashion
show, John L. Smith publicity
chairman, and B. T. Lewis,
Jr., superintendent of the Sunday School.

NOTES

INCLUDING
TAX

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
48 YEARS WITH DODGE

U70 UNION AVE.

275-8143

•
OM

AN

WHISKY-A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX WARS OLD. 86.8PnrIF. SEASRAV DISTILLERS COMPANY, N Y.C.

COLORFUL CASUAL IRONSTONE

*

big savings on every piece
during this Extraordinary Event
.
*even bigger savings on two Bonus Value
features every week- -.
a Bonus Value place setting piece •
a Bonus Value accessory,piece

*
Seagram's V.O.turns up at a lot
of parties.That's because it's so popular.
That's because it's so smooth.

Illt1111111

11NERAL
TIRE

WE HAVE MOVED
LOCATION
VISIT OUR NEW

FOR ALL TYPES OF TIRES
RETREADING AND
"UNDER THE CAR"
MECHANICAL SERVICES

MEMPHIS' LARGEST HOME- •
OWNED INDEPENDENT
TIRE DEALER

777 SO. LAUDERDALE
ONLY ONE
LOCATION
Charles Walker
In Charge of
\

i year open stock guarantee at
regular prices
.

99c
Mil Awl

I
.

REMINDER!!

*

BONUS VALUE
THIS WEEK!
DINNER PLATES

Zip Code No.
Print Yaw
Lost Name
Pla.nly Pere

*yop
'
r_"*Cholce of tv,-ro a,lunt".
handsome patiernss'013=
... , .

TWO BONUS VALUES EVERY WEEK!

Post Office

In an Envelope

each
with every
$5 purchase

$8522

St. Stephen
To Present
Fashion-Tea

Grob This Opportunity to

22c

'GB DODGE CHARGER

Passenger Car
Tire Soles

Steepleton Tire Co.
525-6341
NEXT TO BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH S01001

Don't Be Misled:

EACH WITH EVERY $5 PURCHASE
NO LIMIT ON NUMBER YOU MAY BUY

There's One Steepleton Tire Co.
And It Appreciates Your Patronage
Dear Customer:
The purpose of this letter is
to thank you for your patronage and loyalty over the past
years, and at the same time
' clarify our position as a Genera! Tire Dealer.
Due to the growth of our.
city, The General Tire and
Rubber Company wanted us
to open some branch stores,
which we were reluctant to do,
and so through mutual agreement they opened two passenger tire stores of their own.
We know that many of our
old customers have inadvertently purchased tires and
services from these stores,
that
they
were
thinking
branches of Steepleton General Tire Company.
We moves:010 our new location at 777 South Lauderdale
Street just one year ago. We
have a beautiful new building
with ample parking space and
plenty of room to service your
car inside the building.
We have a complete line of
General Tires. Michelin Tires,
and the same under the car
services, such as front-end
alignment, wheel balancing,

BONUS ACCESSORY
VALUE THIS WEEK!
4 SOUP PLATES
no purchase
$
1
99
required

641
-

STEEPLETON GENERAL TIRE CO $

STOCICUP1*ON BONUS
VALUE FEATURES
EVERY WEEK

MAKE THE MOST OF BONUS VALUE WEEKS: COMPLETE SCHEDULE BELOW
BONUS WEEK I PLACE SETTING OFFER II COMPLETER PIECE OFFER
SPEC.
SCHEDULE
SPEC.
BONUS EVENT
BONUS EVENT
ITEM
PRICE PRICE ITEM
PRICE PRICE
6/3 --In DINNER PL
.99 4 SOUP PL
$1.99 $2.39
5/10-5/15 B & B KATE
.39 4 SAUD Pl.
1.99 2.39
1/17-4/22 CUP
WITH .79 SUR.II CREAK
2.99 3.49
EVERY
1/24-1/29 SANER
$5.00 .39 VEG. BOWL
1.49 L69
7/1 -7/6 FRUIT DISH PURCHASE .39 SALT & PEP.
1.79
1.99
To Serve You Better ... Steepleton General Tire Co. moved into its new 31,060 sq. ft.
7/5 -7/13 DINNER K. 4")24e .99 4 CUL BOWLS 1.99 2.39
inside
car care center one year ago. Here there is plenty of room to service your car
7/15-7/21 1 & II PLAIT "
.39 4 COF. MUGS
1.99 2.35N
the building and ample space for parking in Steepleton's spacious lots. Steepleton is
7/2
2-7/27
CUP
MR
.79
111
/
2" MT rt. 1.79 1.99
shocks,
a complete car care center dealing in tires by General and Michelin, brakes,
EVERY
7/211--1/5 SAUCER
$5.00 .39 2-PC. CASS.
2.99 3.49
mufflers, alignment and wheel balancing. For convenience sake call 525-6341. Or go
1/5
-1/11 FRUIT DISH PURCHASE .39 12"RD.PUT.
by 777 South Lauderdale Street (see map in advertisement on this pa ge )
1.99 2.39
1/12-4/17 DINNER PL.
.99 4 SOUP PL.
1.99 2.39
brake service, shock absorb- you need any of the above you can't come call 523-6341. 1/11-1124 I & B PUT!
.39 4 SALAD PL
1.99 2.39
yours truly, 11/21-1/31 CUP
ers, ball joints, mufflers, tail tires or services - don't be
GRAVY BOAT
149
1.69
Steepleton General Tire '
EVERY
pipes, etc., and all can be pur- misled - see Charles Walker
5/2 -1/7 SAUCER
.39
4CER.BOWLS
1.99
•
2.39
$5.00
Company
Auto at our new store at 777 South
chased
through
our
VI -1/14 FRUIT DISH PURCHASE 39 4 COT. MUGS
1.99 2-39
A. S. Steepleton
Charge Plan with easy month- Lauderdale. one block north
7 YEAR OPEN STOCK GUARANTEE
Bankamericard
honor
Blvd.,
next
to
B.
T
P.S.
We
of Crump
ly payments
ALL PRICER RETURN TO REGULAR AFTER THIS SPECIAL
EVEK
Don't forget - the next time Washington High School. And if and NBC Charge-all.

''c

22c

mut .79

•
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WALKER'S VIEW BOOK — and author, and Mrs. Walker Mrs. Anderson Bridges of
Seen above are Mr. A. Maceo as they view one of Mrs. 2384 Vista Drive. The picture
Walker, president of Univer- Clayton's late husband's books was taken during a Cocktail
sal Life Insurance Co., Mrs. "Martin Luther King, The Party Given at the Rivermont
'emus Clayton, widow of Ed- Peaceful Warrior." Mrs. Clay- for the J.U.G.s by Stax Re- During
The Cocktail Party dent and Booker T. Jones of
ward T. Clayton, journalist ton was the guest of Mr. and cording Co. (Photo by Donti- given by &az Recording
Com- Booker T. AND The M.Gs
mental)
pany in honor of the J.U.G.S. famed recording artist for
Mrs. Bridges and Mrs. Xer- Stan. The Cocktail
was
nona Clayton got together with one of the High points of the
two of the top Men at STAX J.U.G.S. week end at the RivAl Bell Executive Vice Presi- ennoit. (Photo by Continental)

Attending Soul Dinner — Members of the JUGS and guest
attended a dinner at the Living
Room. As guest of Hart's
Bread, those at the affair en-

joyeii soul food and soul
music. Pictured above from
left are: Mrs. Ruby Gadison,
A. C. Williams, Mrs. Anderson
Bridges,
Mrs.
Nedra

Smith, Miss Marie Bradford,
Mrs. Xernona Clayton and Mr.
Charles Sterling. (Photo by
Continental)

PA
Pal
jug

At The Sheraton Motor inn, ah Chandler, Mrs. Pearl GorMrs. Helen Cooke, Mrs. Joan don, Mrs. Geraldine Little,
Johnson, Mrs. Hester Miller Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Mrs.
Mrs. Norma Griffin, Mrs. San Louise Cabell of Detroit and

Receive Awards — Charles
sterling of New York City adds
• the laurels of J.U.G.S. as
'hie presents gifts from the P.

Lorillard & Co. Accepting the
awards are from left Miss
Marie Bradford, National president of J.U.G.S.; Mrs. Jose-

Mrs. Xerona Clayton of At.
lanta, attend a dinner hosted
by Coca Cola. (Photo by Continentali

Out Of Town Guest — Out Johnson, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs.
of town guest helped to make Erslyn
Holland, and
Mrs.
the JUGS Ball the great oc- Janette Barrow
with
Mrs.
casion that it was. From the Virginia Grinner of Memphis.
Wahington D.C. chapter at- (Photo by Continental)
tending
were: Miss Claudette
phise Bridges, co-founder of
J.U.G.S. and Ms. Hester Miller
local president who presented
a $6,000 check to the Goodwill
Homes. (Photo by Continental)

Fun
Mary
lady
Churc
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was
W.C.
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,
Founders Awarded — The and Mrs. Josephine Bridges
Coca Cola Bottling Co. pre- In honor of the J.U.G.S. acsented medalliana to the complishments daring the past
More At Soul Party — Others above from let: Mr. and Tyler, Texas, Mrs. Nell North- f•unders of the J.U.G.S.1 14 years. (Photo by Continen
attending the sold party at the Mrs. Horace Chandler, Dr., cross, Mrs. Josephine Bridges, From left, Mrs. Sara Chandleri tal)
Living Room are as pictured and Mrs. Martin Edwards of Dr. Theron No rthcross.
l(Photo by Continental)

TAKING TIME OL'T —
from the J.U.G.S. brunch
at the fabulous Holiday
Inn Rivermont hosted by
Continental
Bakery
are
seated from left: Mrs.
Geraldine Little, Mr. Longi-

no Cooke and Mrs. Nedra
Smith. Second row from
left are Mrs. donna Ryan of
Nashville, Mrs. Xernona
Clayton, M r s. Dorothy
Edwards of Tyler, Texas,
Mrs. Nell Northcross, dr.

Martin Edwards, Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Miss Claudette Johnson of Washington, D.C. Back row: Mrs.
James Smith, Dr. Theron
Northcross and Mr. Cecil
Ryan of Nashville. (Photo
By Continental)
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The members of J.U.G.S. wish to thank the many people who helped to
make this affair a success. As a result of the goodwill shown by many
citizens of Memphis, the Goodwill Home has received a check for

was

eveni
the
Ha
Unio

Living Ad — Whittier Seng- representing
the T ri-State From Detroit — Representing party pictured above from the bell and Mrs. Millie Jones
stacke, Jr. proudly presents Defender. (Photo by Continen• the Motor City chapter of the left:. Mrs. Bonnie Kirk, Mrs.i along with a
friend of the
flowers to the lovely living ad, tall
J.U.G.& at the Hart's Bread Louise Cole, Mrs. Louise Ca-I J.U.G.S (Photo by Continental)

